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This chapter provid s a sh t but 1 inr d ri1 tion of what th final ar pr [e t wil! 
The first f ur part in thi h pt ·r o •r th pr ~ t d .finiti n, and m rivati n. It 
explains the proj ct, its als, limitation and th r ~ n · 
following part i the pr jc el 
of the project. he final p rt i the th -. i or niz ti n, \ hi h i 
chapter in thi re rt. 
ri f de n ti n f a h 
1.1 Project Definition 
mrner ial jet a iati n n e cptionall a c v a l J 
di lance . Milli n f pl ar und th " c rl 




the world' mmcr ial jct irlinc a rm; a ppr imat I I l . 
Di )ht \ hil u c in) nl~ 1 ut~I n idcnts 111 It 
b cau c fa. ingl ontri utin 11c rca n 
aviaii n ha s m n r .dund nt t im min .., U\ Ill 
zvcn th ugh fatal j 'tac id nt arc ra c th avian n mmunit \ 
together t rcdu th m. 
nnnuin t '' 1\.. 
The Ili ht er w i pr id d ' ith • 
th' at ·, be for and aft tak 
• u. fr m th tun th tu . 
and until the ir r t Ian n 
1 l I"' I .ii 
airport. h · ·klist ntain, 1t1 a { i t 
to pcrate th air Ian· inn rmal situati n · in l i v uh n n-n nn 1h1 h n {-1 
Th •r • ar · two di 1 ·111 he<: Ii. t , h1 ·h m; th· m m, l h · klisl n th n n-n rmal checklist. 
No mal ·he· Ii. t 111 • 1l'Oni1 • 1 hll." I l11 ht r ·ni 'ht ~ a r start, before 
n # • that certain t lk ·uff, 111 ·r tu • lll 111 pr H h, I w lt111• par mt·. 
·ri(i 'tll p10 't._.dUI ti • (t'j 1 \i I\ ' h' 'll I 
th II II 11111 110111111 If 't 1lllt11l :ti • Ill ·lutJ · J Ill th1 









The ngi ne Indication and r w Al rtin 1 
indi ate a failure condition all for th n n-u ml 
he chcckli t titles arc th· same as th· 1 rt mcssas .. -.. 
\ hi h i pla alert m ge th t 
11 un-annun iat h kli t . 
le t d and accomplished. 
that d n t orre nd t 
cti n in th non- s ar 
normal chcc li.t, 14 r, hi 
• n-annunciat d h kli ts 
n 
• Airplane cncral, zrncrg n y E wpm nt, 
• Air tern 
• Anti-Ice, Rain 
• Aut matic light 
• mmunication 
• Jc trical 
• ngine , Au iliary P 'er nit Al 
• 1r rot cti n 
• Ii 'ht onlr 
• I·li ht In trum nts, 
• l· light Management, Na i iati n 
• ·ucl 
• 1 l draulics 
• and in ar 
• Warninu 
Whil attempt i · mod t n n-n rmal h kh. it i n r 
de cl p .hcckli ·t~ Io oil 
· • tuin unr ilated rnultipl · Iailur • :-i1tuut1 ns, th· fl1 
ilur . In 
l ments of 
1 acti n t2]. In 
in simulation 
f not being 
this stu th· uulho hu · uuthn · l u s st im th 11 tit 
·t • pit und 1t th· .11m • tim · 









1.2 Project Objective 
Items on a hcc Ii. 1 ar at ioriz ·d as r • all it m or r fc ren ' iter ·. R all item ar riri 
step that must be a ornplis h d Ir m m im 
accomplished while reading th 
used for train c pilot in . irnulation 
' hil item 
author pr tern 
, train d pil t mu t alre · kn \\ 11 re all 
items by heart, it is only wi c t u 
ln order for thi cm r pit t , th auth r h d id d th t the 
inf rrnation in the t be in ab re iat d fi rm. Thi i au e train pil t 
alread, accu t m t the in rmation in th h kli t m ing it •a icr r them t r ad th 
che kli t c mpar ·d t a trainee pil t. 
arc 1 c ur c r acti 11. 
int en 
kl i L ann t t c cat cl ~ r all 
gm nt. 11 ' c er, the uth r h 
itu tt n th ni iht rev mav 
rm .nt t th. 
·1tu. tt n an nr n t 
luu n fi r 
\\ ith 
ar ti tl ,\11 
th' Th . luu n · \\tll 
f rlu ' tu ti fl ' ' thtn th ( 
rtain unrclat 
hn o binc cl m nt: m • limn 
multi I failure ituation · in thi 
the d main e pert. It i · in1p 
good jud 1mcnt and th ·r ·fi r will dif c 
ive th trainee pil t · an ad' anta '· in dcnlin , ' 1th mul11pl 
u uall ·omes with ._. ·ri 'n c. 
Oil ' llllll' Ill 'tl'iUf ' . l 
1mul ti n 
. l th . n 1 rt m ge n the • 
• Acl 1s • lr 1111 • • 111 ts n • uni ·1 11 ca. ur · 
th 
tu lh ·re r · n ulti le l rt messages on 









1.3 Project Scope 
Thi reject aims to irnpl 'm nt n Rut ·-E a cd -. .pert 
counter mca ur to tuk • ' h n an I 'rt 
(al o allcd pr mi e 
1 tern th t ad i trainee pil ts n what 
i la ed. A rul tructure l gicall 
ntained in the part, t on r m re 
N part [3 . ntain d in the 
Item in the n rmal h c Ii t arc riti al pro dural tcp that ha 
of a flight. h fli •ht r w u c n rmal he kli t after a mpli hin 
item [21. hi mean that the a tion ha 
purpo f erifying wheth r th 
en at iffe nt pb 
n ac m li he . Th r ar n t p i f pr smi 
and c ncl i n to f rm rule . Thcref re th 
nl · r kn wledg purpo 
In th non-normal h kli t 
kn ' 'ledge purp • c 
• Aut rnatic Fli iht 
• mmunicati n 
ur out of th' I· s • n n. ill 
f imilar circum tanc . Th c 
in lu in th· : ~t em nl fi r 
ur ' ti n a 
• Hight In trum ·nt ·, la 
• Warnin 
~ he item· n the che lists or these . c ti 
mca r ·s. c • irnpl i d1 lt · th• statu 
'I h .rcf r · onl secti n · 111 th· non-no mal 
·~ u1 • d1spla ·<J ·1 h • 
• 11·a11n m ·iat · h kli ·ts 
• /\iq I rn • 1 ·11 ·ml, l~in 1 ~ ·n · h jLJ1p1 •nt, l rs, 
• /\II 11,I 'II I 
f1 v.hi h tn n unt 
tl 
h t ill unter 
• Atilt I · • I< 1i11 









• ~ ngines Auxiliary P wer nit (AP 
• -. ire I rotccti n 
• Fli ht on r I 
• --Ii ht Mana cm nt vi iation 
• Fuel 
• Hydraulic . 
• I nding car 
The technical d cri tion gi en in thi pr ~ t ar f r th 
from other commercial airplane . 
The Visual I r lo I Ian ua ! will c u se f r th' 
e illu ·tr t d in m re detail in lat r chapter. 
in 1 777 n 1 di r a little 










Ruic-based sy. terns ar th mo 't popular h i 
system. his popularit 
engin rs f r building an xpert 
ful rul - a d uilt and the UC 
considerable amount or dcv lopm nt oft re a ailable. cpert y terns ha a major ad antage 
over all the 1 arning in that real data i n t re uir d in rder t de el th m. 
However, a kn wlcd able c pert i r quir d. 
The many advantag • f rule-b cd . tern ar n th r r a n th auth r ha h en thi f rm 
f appr ach. Rut can be u ed t rcprc ent heuristic or hich are 
the trade' that th d main c ·p rt may ha 
than fundamental principles learnt from b with 
' 
unc rtaint t e ca lured a rul . h m 1t 
ontr I p rf rmcd b the in crcn c 
ontr I cparatel and al. rmit: th additi n 
c id that, rul - a cd sy terns ha 
number f rulcs incrcasc.tbc tern' le I int lliu n 
rul an wh 'r in th' 
he implementation f thi st ·m would 
a head start in dealin ' ith multipl 
·ncfit train .e pil ts in mun " n · ·1 h • " ul h· 









1.5 Project Timeline 
he Gantt hart low show th . tart and nd 
this project i c peer d t< r h ompl ti n. 
Month MAR APR :MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT 
Week 
Requirements ~r , .... 
~ I~ ~ Analysis .... ·- ~ f..!U.~ 
Literature 
~ • Review ~ •. ;~ ~ r, 
System l 11 ~ ~, ·~ NJ:, 
Analysis I! ~ r:t~~ r=~: ~1 
System Design r,v, ~ ~ t• t~ 
(t~~···~ :~~ ~1: Ce :r~ -- Coding ,, :H ~;' ru ffi' ' .·' . ·~ '• " 
I~ ~l: :ra ' r~~· v !\ l« '•, ., ,; 
''"' Im !!~ 
System 
r.~ 
Testing ~ Ir u • ••• 
;J ... ' - I• 
System 
' Documentation Pres nt tion ., 










1 .6 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is divided int iv P rts. slow i a Ii t f h pters in this k that fulfills th 
requirement of thi th i alon with, bri pl u ti n . ' hat it 
Chapter 1 
hapter 1 is an introduction to the a iation 'rt t m that is m tudi d, Th ur 
part in this haptcr c er the pr jeer d finiti n, bjc ti e and m ti ati n. It ex lain th 
project, it g al , limitation and U1e rea n behind th ap 
pr ject timeline which h w the tart and en 
taken. h n . t rt i th 
rnent ph the e 
final part is the the is rganizati n whi h i a brief de ri ti n f 
hapter 2 
hapter 2 is the literature re icw, whi h c c all th res r h 
his ~ tudy in r p rati n r the d cl pmcnl I th 
th auth rt 
t m. An 
f th' auth r , 
ut th • lfl Ul ' ' 
th 
with a d cripti n f r escar h mcth d logic and th n l 
which al o include the tud 
d n t de i m an utline I what i e, 
th ·n 
hnpt r 
hupt ·r over· th mcth d lo used t 1t f 
m .thodolo r us ·d 










hapter 4 is n anal i n th· .quir nu ·nt of th , st m ' hi h i made up f functional and 
non-functional r quircrn nts. rt r an har \\ r re uir rn nt ar al in lud d for syst m 
development pu p c .. Thi. hapter als d . rit the t m d ign and g into d tail about 
the architecture of th • 
Chapter 5 
hapt r 5 ela rate n th impl m ntati n r the A iati n 
oftware and hardware u cd in ac mpli hing thi 
rt 
hapt r 6 
Thi ha l r de cri e th tc tin I ha r th. . t m, \ ht h m1 n . r nit tin 
Into irati n .stin 1 on .tcm Tcstin '· .tail ·d ''f lan u n f lh s pha 1 u 
thoroughly here. 
haptcr 7 
The C'' 1'\I uati n pha c 
docurn int id in thi h 
r the stem, which in Ju cs 
th · utho , nd 
nn hrmt; n n . 1'> 
lud i luti n. t 
tail Future .nhanccrncnts th 1t 
hupt •r 8 
'hapt 'I 8 is the 'll m th· th ·:1: It 't11ni11 m1 ·. ' h t h 









1. 7 Conclusion 
As of this point w hav a lear r pi tur of' h t th· a i ti n cpert tern i a utan h , it 
is aimed at trainin pilot in dealing with f ilur ~ in irnulati n getting tart d 
on the sy tern dcvclopm nt phas it is imp rt uu t am 
knowledge pcrtainin to the y tern. Thi ta k ' ill e 
I itcrature r view. 
learer in ight n rtain areas f 




















A literature review L a la iii at ion of wh t 
topic, organized ac rdin t a auidin 
issue you wi h to addrc s l4]. In this chapt ·r th' auth r la 
r r ar h h \ e;; \ tt n n a 
je ti ·e. th 
h re 
are three sy tern. the auth r wi h . to u c a a r fer n 
system. Based n the rcscar h d nc the auth r pcrf rm an anal 
ynthcsi f his • y tern. 
ping th av iati n e · rt 
and d ri n ap r priat 
2.1 Research Methodolo y 
Th re are rat mat rial nd m th d that th· auth u cd in ing ut lu r · ar h h ·y 
are: 
• Int met 
• 
• Manu l 
• Interview 
• 
2.1.1 Int rn •t 
Th Internet I a publi • 0 erative and tainin ili hun , 
f people w r\d c Ph si ·al\ • th· 1 nt • fth 
current! hru th 
ntr 1 l 1nternet 
t I the rl \ b, bich gi es us 
a . 8. l million: ( r p1 ' ·~ in 111 :Ill }I) 
l hnl I r > • l t l · er • u ·f l in 
th 1t i. 11 )I UY iii tbl . OI h llU to 1111 in I un! ·1 he • u ·h ·n un •l 














• Mctacrawl r 
• AltaVi ta 
2.1.2 Books 
Other than the Internet, the author als used , \ hi h \ ere 
f findin 1 ut inf rmati n. 
pr ed to 
btain d 
that ha 
m the li ra nd 
other p r nal s ur e as a m an 
cour es a part f th auth r" 
were u dare list din th 'Re 
n 
u ful. All the 
in th ·r 
th· t 
cti n. 
2. l.3 Manuals 
he domain expert pr id d th author \ ith p rati n m nu I ' hi h 
to the author' r ar h n th iati n a p t f thi 
chcckli t de cribed in ha tcr I ar als a ailnble in th c rnunu l 
u cd are Ii tcd in the • c 
ntn ut d 1. mif anti 
n rm I an 
II th munu I th,1t ,, r • 
2.1.4 Int rvi WS 
•Ii it ti n m th ds inv I · the arti ul 11 n b the m. m c •rt th 
nowt '· nd p imaril tu I· int .r ic 1,, n I ·ts . tu t •. t ) 
m- l in 
th mot 
·omm n know! · )l! 










2.1.5 Final Year Projects 
The 'acuity of omput •r and Inf rmati n 1 hn I tu en · final ear 
project wcr us ·d , 1 ' iall ' h n th auth r had ubt ab ut th f rmat th 










The first part of this s • tion pro id , an in i zht n aviati n. It a rief d ri ti n n 
aircraft part nd their fun tions nd al t u h n fli ht d amt . Thi ntial m 
achieving a better und rstandinu of th fun ti n: 
to expert system , the nc d f r them an h ' th ar u . Th 
developed system in the h pc of 
analy i of the c y tern i th n d n t 
author's system. 
i lure on h ' t de el p hi n 
m up ' 'th an utlin f' h t i re f th 
2.2.l Aviation 
2.2.l.1 Main ompon ents Of An Airplan l ] 
J t n ine 
V rticat tab iii 
Horizontal S1abilizer udd r 
I v t r 
us Ia ( ocy) 










An airplane is a vehicle heavier than air ' red t y n 
the air by reaction of air pa sin 
airplane. These xnnpon mts, whi ·h arc th· in ut r 
ngin ' hi h travel thr ugh 
th main c mponents of an 
f an airplane are tter 
r th vari 
k it ii 
known as night control urfa 
of the aircraft causin r it to m "' in different wa . ln id 
movement f the urfac . \ 'th th 'tr h nd or 
make the airplan move in the pr per mann r. The table 
airplane and their functi n . 
th .. ntr l th 
t 
Ii t the main m n n an 




Fu elage mm d t the r w 
omponcnt 
ckpit 
.I t ngin 
Win, 
The spa 
Pr id th thru. t t push th 
m ' hi .h th ai1 Ian i it t 
rv rd thr u ,h th air. 
r vide Ii I and support lhc cnurc w i lht f th :w rnlt : n 11 
' hilc in Ili zht. 
nt nl 
hem fan ai pl 
n t 
h '\ 
th . inunt r an Jan in , t in 
The utv iblc 
ite dir ·cti n he 
'ltrf I nc'. '' in 
r • u c tc r n th 
trl 
is. 
qun c x · lion!-! of mcllll on th u 
di~ru t th • f1 
· ·in, the lit h ·n th ·y 
Spoil r th 
by 
ll Htld I unt · ·1 t 1h 
uring landing to 
h n th au raft js on 
thl; •r wnd 
SI tt · HI 
the\ m 1 













Rudder The hinged 
to the left and ri ht. 
r the h rizontal 
tail up and down. 
2.2.1.2 What Makes An Airplan Fly'! f ] 
There are four force acting n an airplane in flight, 
(gravity). hru tis the force ex rt d b the ngin an it 
hi h arc thru t, d g, Ii and ' ight 
pell r , ' hi h pu h air 
with the bject f causing a r ction of th irplan • in th C ard dire ti n. rag i th 
resi ta nee of the airplane t f rv ard m ti n dir ti t thru t. i i the u "ar fi r 
created y th wing m ing thr ugh the air which th' airplan · in fli ht 
d wnwar f r e duet the' ei iht ra it th airplan an it l d rr t li( 
WEIGHT (gr vi1Y) 
Fi zurc 2. l 1~ re s A tin 1 n n Arrplan in ·lt ht 
tn f uilibrium. 
these ii rces 
• 1 t I thrust is 












Aircraft fly in three dimen ion and th y m in di th r than traight and 1 el. In 
addition to movin forward n air raft in night m m ea ut thre 
VERTICAL EXI S 
--......._JI--~ • y AW" 
r LONGITUDINAL EXIS I "ROLL" 
/ 
LATERAL. EXIS 
"PITCH" ( / 
V' 
• igur 2.2 Th A tati n 
The axi · that ext end I in th\ i 
a ut thi axi i ailed r 11. he a ti that c t nds r 
the lateral axi , and r tati n a ut thi 
the centre f ira it i · ci ll · the ertical a ·i · and tati n 
a cs or rotation con tr l an air ra 's manocu bilit . 
d the l n itu inal ·,, 1 an tall u 
ll 
u h 
a\ r h ' 
Ailerons .aus • an airplane to r II ab ut th l n ntu in l • 1. h n • n 
uli mm ·nt with th · total w111 , 11 ihnn res th· 
urn a cl, th· ail iron n that \ in mu. t m · d v m nr 
m ke mg move 
produ · l l that in ' is incr ·, ·cl At th· :1 me urn • the h n th · 1h ·r \ n i reduced, This 










The elevator, which is atta hed to th h ri ntal ta ili r 1 
movement. When the elevator is mo ·d upv rd th 
the it hing 
f th und r id of th 
horizontal stabilize is in 'US d thu in rcasin 1 th liftin · 
cause the horiz nt I tabil i ~ · tr rn 
n the under ide f it This 
in tum m th n upx ard in 
t r mo · ng d wnwards. th 
The airplane' rudder is re ns ibl for the ' mg mo m nt. Wh n th rudd r i m d t 
deflect the rclati e air to the I 't, a f r i creat nth tail u ing it t m th right nd 
the nose f the air ra l '' t th l t. It i imp rtant t n t that the rudder d n t t er th 
aircraft; rather, it primary pu c i to IT et th· drag r du ed b the I iler n. 
2.2.1.3 y terns ln An Airplan l-] 
Air ystcms 
Th air sy ten . uppli • · )n itic n d bl 'cl a1 an 
temp raturc thr ugh ut the airplan '. h 
r ·- u ulnt · 1 
nditi 
ubin ·H al a ntr 1l · 
ai t th n1 1ht cl· k 
should r heater . It als upplic cntil ti n 
individual assen er seat i iht d k 
mpartrncnt, 
up 
r th ·a in In 
m rtrn nt an 1 " rev re t W I '. t 
wo id ntical air onditi run p · s c o\ 
from round ur •. .Iced ai 
·ontroll ·rs ontrol th· pa ·ks Ir a '< ntr II ·r 
ontr 11 r. bach I ll ·nn >rat • • t re ucc i 





'l'h • 111li-1 • • uml 11111) .. ; 1.1 •nv. 111 ·lu r 










• I_. ngi ne anti-ice 
• Wing anti-ice 
• Flight deck window h eat 
• Wind hicld wip rs 
• Probe heat 
The automatic ice detection tern d tc t at Ian icing in fli ht. Aut matic i d t tion n 
be operated in flight only. id ign l 1 ntr 1 the engine and ' ing arrri-ic 
system when tho e sy tern ar in automati m d . Th f tw i d te t r 
probe , one n each idc f th rward fu eln '. If the pr et t i e uild-up the' re 
automatically de-iced. 
The engine anti-ice ystern u e en inc Iced ir t pr ide n me wl inl t i 
fl 'In anti-ice an be operated in Ili 1ht or on the lf und. 
appear on the l A in· al o n. 
id nti al, indcpend nt anti-i 1..: 
fail . 
II \ th· emairun 
Th wing anti-ic tern pr ide · bleed ai l thr • mid- in lcadin 1 
Wing-anti ice can c crated in 1111ht nl . If th t t 1 air t 
n a h wm 1 
. l th 
l t l, 
'h win ·· : nh t 
ti 
J\11 lli iht de r\ tr! in v. h. rt r urfac anti- 
m '" h e interior 
po' er is 
·1 he 
Sllllii • · 1111lilop 1i111 pr .>I· ·11011 0111 Wt11 ' ht 1t 
•sll1l tish · I. Tit· win low. ltll' prnt · ·tt·d r in th ·un ti sh 










The rain removal system for the forward windcv · on i ts of , i r and a permanent rain 
repellent coating on th windows. The forx ard 1 .... -indov ar quipp d with independently 
controlled, two-speed wipers. 
There are three heated probe , one on the left and n o on th right ide f the forward fuselage. 
On the ground with either nginc operating, the probe a e automatically heated at reduced 
power to avoid overheating. In flight, they arc autorr.ati all heated at full pow r. 
Automatic Flight 
The automatic flight control system con ists or the utopilot light Director ystem (AFDS) and 
the auto throttle system. Both the e tern are ontrolled u i ng 1•1e M de ntr 1 Panel M P) 
and the Flight Management omputer (FM ). ormall , the AF and aut thr ttle are 
controlled automatically by the flight m de control t perf rm climb, crui e de cent nd 
approach flight path guidance. 
Th AF consists of' three Autopilot Flight irector ornputcr and the M P. Th 
MCP provides an interface for the pilot t contr 1th autopil t, night dire t r, altitu 
auto thr ttlc systems. The M P is u cd to select and a ti at' Af r11 de , and · ta Ii ·h 
altitudes, peed , and climb/de cent pr file . he A D pr vidc ntr 
and autopilot. flight direct r information is displayed on the prim ry night di pla . 
does not have direct control or the 11ight c ntrol urfa e . he aut il t 
ailerons, flaps, and spoiler through the fly-by-w · r flight 
c mrnand arc added nly during an autopil t appr ach and landing. he ut 
wheel steering during rollout after an aut rnatic landing. 
The auto throttle sy tern pr ide automatic thru 1 ntr I fr m t thr u l nding, Auto 
thr ulc operation is ontrolled from the M 'P and the ntr ni ( DU). The MCP 
pr ides mode and spc ·d selection, Th pr vidcs F ihrus t r sfcrencc mode selection. 
The auto throttle can bu op iratcd without u ·ing the night dir · t r r the aut pilot. When the auto 
throttle is us ·d durinu 11 mnnu I landin 1, tluu~t reduce: at 2 ect rudi altitude. The auto throttle 
ntr l n 











The communication system include: 
• ockpit voice recorder 
• Radio communication control 
• Selective Calling ( AL) ystem 
• Satellite Communication ( AT OM) system 
• Communication crew alerting system 
• Interphone communication system 
• Data communication sy tern 
The communication ystems are controlled using the: 
• Audio control panels 
• Radio tuning panel 
• Control Display Unit ( DU) communicati n page 
• Multifunction Displa '(MF ) communi ati n pages 
he cockpit voice recorder records any transmissions from the fight dee ma e thr u ih the au i 
control panels. It also records any tran mi sions fr m the flight d ck ar a 
area microphone. All inputs are recorded continuou ly in a 30-minutc 1 rd r. 
The radio communication ystem consist f the Very l ligh r uen 
sy tern, the figh r quency (H ) comrnunicati n syst m, th 
A1 Msytm. 
at i fl 
Three independent VI JI· v icc/dat· radios, dcsi mat id VI IF L ·n, Vt ntr and VHF Right 
are in tailed. /\ny VI II· radi can be c ntrolled b an radi tuning n 1. Th aud.i ontro1 
panels ar · used to control v i ·c tran: 111is. ion and r · ·i •r rnonit ring. Vl I 
for voi · iommuni iution nlv VI II· entrc and Vl 11• Ri •ht can e c nf ur d f r data r oice 
·0111111u11i ·utio11. I low ·v ·1 onl on· VI II· 111dm ·un op ·rntc in th data m de at a time. Data 









There are two independent HF communication radi s d ignated HF Left and HF Right Each 
HF radio can be tuned from any radio tuning panel. HF radio sensitivity can only be set on the 
on-side radio tuning panel. The audio tunin y panel are u d to control voice transmission and 
receiver monitoring. When an H' transmitter i k d after a fr quency change the antenna 
tunes. While the antenna is being tuned, a tone can e heard through the audio system. Both HF 
radios use a common antenna. When either HF radi i tran mitring, the antenna is disconnected 
form the other HF radio, and it cannot be used to tran mit or receive. However, both HF radio 
can receive simultaneously if neither is being u ed for tran mission. 
The SELCAL system monitor the three VHF radi and the two HF radios. When the y tern 
receives a call from a ground station, the crew is alerted th.rough the communication crew 
alerting system. 
The SAT OM sy tern provid both data and voice c mmunication . The atellit data unit i 
controlled thr ugh the U. V ice tran mi 1011 1 and the audi ntr I 
panel. Calls can be initiated using th Dire torie · of airline-defin d num rs are lin 
ele ta le or manual numbers an be entered. he I\ U onrr 1 r di pla d 
by el cting SAT on the M N page. 
The communication crew alerting sy tern provide aural and visual al rt for n rmal 
requiring ere" awareness that may require crew action. Vi ual alert nt 
messag s preceded by a bullet yrnbol (•).The aural al rt i a high-I w him . 
1 he interph ne communicati n y tern include th 
• Flight intcrphonc sy 'lei 
• abin interphone system 
• crvice intcrphone sy tern 









The flight interphone system provides communications on th night d ck and between the flight 
deck and the ground crew through the flight interphone jack on the APU ground control fire 
protection panel in the nose landing gear wheel well. 
The service interphone system provides voice communications between ground crew tation at 
various locations around the airplane. The system can be conn cted to the flight interphone 
system through the service interphonc witch on the overhead panel. 
The cabin interphone system provides voice communications between flight deck and th flight 
attendant stations. Boom microphones, oxygen ma k microphone , and hand micr ph n are 
selected and used for communication. A cabin interpbone station(s) must be select d and a call 
initiated from the centre CDU to alert the desired talion to pick up the call. 
The flight crew use the Pas enger Address (PA) system to make cabin ann uncement . Pu hing 
a PA transmitter select witch on an audio contr l panel and a ti ation fa micr ph n wit h 
provides direct access to all PA area . 
The audio control panels are used to manage the radio and interphone c mrnunicati n 
Navigation receiver audio can al be monitored. The captain, fir t ff r, an first bse v 'r 
audio control panels are in tailed on the aft isle stand. y tern are monit r ph ne 
or speakers. An oxygen mask microphone is enabled and the b om mi r ph ' h 'n 
the oxygen mask stowage doors are pen. The oxygen mask mi r th· 
boom microphone is enabled when the left oxyg n m k t wa c 
R,. T!r ST lever is pu hed, 
r 1 n th 
The radio tuning panels are ed to tune the VH • and I U• radi . Th P n I 
centre, and right and are normally a ociaicd wit the re p cti e VH and radi 











The electrical system generat s and distribute A and DC power to other airplane systems. 
ystcrn operation is aut matic. lectrical fault and automatically detected and isolated. The 
electrical system is comprised of: 
• Main A power 
• Backup pow r 
• DC power 
• Standby power 
• F1ight control power 
The AC electrical system is the main source for airplane electrical power. The lectrical ad 
Management ystem ( M ) provides load management and protection to en ure P°' er i 
available to critical and essential equipment. If the electrical I ad exce d th \I er a aila le, 
M automatically heds I\ 1 ads y priorit until he loads are within the capacit · f th 
airplane or ground p \ er generator . When an additiona 1 p w rs urce c me a ail a le r the 
load decrea , ... LM re tore p wcr t sheds tern . T11e entire airplane A cl tri I I ad n 
be supplied by any tw main AC p wer source . The ma in A el c ical ur e arc: 
• Left and right engine Integrated Drive cncrator ) 
• APU generator 
• Primary and ec ndary external power 
The backup electrical ystcrn i designed to automati all pr idc 
sy 'tern . The ackup electrical ystcm automatically pow r. n 
• nly one main A generator i available 
• Power t on or both of the main I\ buss ·s i l st 
• The s tcm is automatically tested after nginc tart 
\\h n: 
ackup power i · pro idcd t one variubl ' .cd, vnrin I · frequenc zcncrat r m unted on each 
en une. I\ I' • [ucn • 1c11 .rut t f equcnc I a On tant 0 nly one 










Permanent Magnet Generators (PMUs) that suppl pm er to the flight control OC electrical 
system. 
The DC electrical system includ the main ele tri al t rn and the flight control DC 
electrical sy tern. The main electrical t rn u , Transformer-Rectifier Units ( TRU to 
produce DC pow r. A transf r bus pow r th TRU . The ntre No. l TRU powers the 
captain's flight instrument bus and the batt ry bu . The captain's flight instrument bu prov "de a 
second DC power source for the right flight control bu and the left main DC bus. The Centre 
No.2 TRU powers the first officer's flight in trument bu . The fir t fficer' flight instrum nt 
bus provides a second powers source for the captain in trum nts bu . 
The flight control DC electrical system i a d dicated p wer tern that supplie D pow r t 
the primary flight control system. The primary electrical power ources fi r the flight ntr I 
ystem are left and right PM , hou cd within the backup g n rator . arc n t 
available, the left and right flight c ntrol bu s are p wcrcd by the main 
flight control bus is powered by different PO\ er urce thr ugh the captain flight in trument 
bus. The hot battery bu pr vide another backu owcr , ur e fi r the le and cntrc n i iht 
control busses only. Individual batteries arc connected t 
continu us night contr I power during source tran er . he e att 'rt' arc apa I · 
supplying power for only a h rt period of tim . 
The standby electrical system can supply and w rt 
communications and navigati n systems, and the Oi ht ntr l 
and electrical power y tern failures. 
bngin s, AP 
The airplane i · powered by tw R II R ycc Trent 8 2 n in' . The ngin ar rated at 90, 000 
( ounds of tuk ·off thrust 'OCh 'IOI \ turb ans of high 
· mpr .ssiou and I ypa ·s ratio. ·1 h NI rotor .onsists o th· an an a lo' -pressure turbine section 









intermediate pressure turbine section on a common shaft. The N3 rotor consists of a high- 
pressure compressor section and a high-pre sure turbine section on common shaft. Tue N 1 N2, 
and N3 rotors are mechanically independent. The N3 rotor drives the engine accessory gearbox. 
~ach engine is controlled by an ~ lectronic ngine ontroller (EEC). The EEC monitors auto 
throttle and flight crew inputs through the thrust lever levers to automatically control the engines. 
Each engine has individual flight de k control . Thrust is set by the positioning of the thrust 
levers. The thrust levers are positioned automatically by the auto throttle system or manually b 
the flight crew. 
The Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) i a elf-contain d gas turbine engine located in the airplane 
tail cone. The APU can be started and operated to the airplane maximum certified altitude. Th 
APU supplies bleed air and lectrical power. lectrical p wer has priority ver bl d air. 
Electrical power is available throughout the airplan operating en elope. Bleed air i available at 
or below 20,000 ft. 
Fire Protection 
There are fire protection detection and extinguishing y stern f r th 
• APU 
• Cargo compartments 
ngmes • 
• Lavatories 
The night deck crew rest mpartmcnt ha 
ystem, The lower crew rest c rnpart cnt 
activated fire extinguishing s 1 tern. The passen rer busine: 
detection 'Y tern, but 11 fire c tingui ·hing s tern. 
system. Thu main tear wheel wells have a fir d itc tion 
sy tern. 
m ut n fin . rinaui hin :T 
m nu Hy 
h 
als h erection 










The primary control system uses conventional control whe 1, column and pedal inputs from the 
pilot to electronically command th fli ht control , urfac . Th tern provides conventional 
control feel and pitch respon cs to peed and trim change . The system electronic components 
provide enhanced handling qualities to reduce pilot w rkload. 
The primary flight control s stem is highly redundant with three operating modes: normal mode 
secondary mode, and direct mode. The primary flight control are power d by r dundant 
hydraulic sources. The secondary flight controls, high lift devic con i ting of flaps and lat , 
are hydraulically powered with an electronic powered backup st m. 
The pilot controls consists of: 
• Two control column 
• Two contr I wheel 
• Two pairs of rudder pedal 
• onrrol wheel pit h trim wit hes 
• Alternate pitch trim le er 
• The speed brake le er 
• The flap lever 
• Aileron trim switche 
• Rudder trim selector 
• Manual rudder trim ancel witch 
Flight Instruments, Displays 
The Iligh; in trument and di play upply information t th flight r 
di splay units. The unit di pla for prima 1roups of inform ti n: 
• Th Primary l·light i pla PF ) 
• Th· Navi uniou I is In NI 
• The hn iinc ludi utinn u11 J '1 ·w /\I ·rti111 S :I ·111 ~I AS 










• The Multifunction Display (MFD) 
The PFD presents a dynamic colour display of all the parameters necessary for flight path 
control. The PFD provides the following information: 
• Flight mode annunciation 
• Airspe d 
• Altitude 
• Vertical speed 
• Attitude 
• Steering information 
• Radio altitude 
• Instrument landing display 
• Approach minimum 
• Heading/track indications 
• ngine fail 
The ND provides a mode-selectable colour flight pr grc s di pla . Th m de arc: 
• MAP 
• VOR 
• APP (approach) 
• PLN (plan) 
The MAP mod is recommended for mo t pha c r night. 111i m 
relative to the route f flight against a m ing ma a kgr un 
display track, heading, and wind speed and dire ti n whil th . N m 
rout . 











Flight Management, Navigation 
Navigation systems include Global Positioning S stem (GPS), Air Data Inertial Reference 
System ( J\DlRS), istancc M a. urin ~quipm nt M 
weather radar and the Flight Management y tern (FMS). 
In trum nt Landing System (1L )~ 
The left and Right GPS r ivcr are indcp ndent and uppl ery accurate geographi al data to 
the FMC. All GPS tuning is automatic. 
The ADIRS calculate airplane position, speed, altitude and attitud data for the di play M 
flight controls, engine controls, and other systems. The major mponents of ADIR are th Air 
Data Inertial Reference Unit (A \R ), econdary Attitude and Air R ference Unit 1 AAR 
and air data modules. The A 1RU supplie primary fight data, inertial r ference, and air data. 
The ADlRU is fault-tolerant and fully redundant. he AARU i a e ondary ur c f rili al 
flight data for displays, flight control sy terns, and other tern . If the A IR r fail , the 
SAARU automatically upplie attitude, heading, an air data. 
Two DM systems are installed. The M s are u ually tuned the ·light Mana, rncnt 
omput r (FM ), but may be tuned manually. hrce IL re 1 ers ar · in talled. • he a · 
usually tuned by the FM , but can also be tuned manually. The' eather radar r 
two receiver-transmitter units, an antenna, and a contr 1 pan 1. ad r r turn di l y n th' 
Navigation isplay (N ). Turbulence can be en ed by th weather radar nl , .. h n th· · i. 
sufficient precipitation. lcar air turbulence cann t be n cd 1 radar. 
ti IL, ut m ti fu l 
the airplan lateral 
riemarion and 
The FM aids the flight crew with navigation, in-flight ·rf rman 
monitoring, and night deck display . Autorn ti fti ht un ti n 
flight path and vcrti al fli iht path, The displays in lud · a m p f r 
c rnmand mark 'rs n the airspc d altitude, and thru. t indi nt rs t h lp in flying efficient 
profit "S. The 11i iht rew ntcr the ap Ii abl r ut and night d ta int th Us. The FMS then 
us '8 th nuvi ution du.1111 use, oiq Inn· p isiti n, and sup rtinc yst m data t calculate 










and sets courses. The FM~ navigation database supplies the necessary data to fly routes, holding 
patterns, and procedure turns. Cruise altitudes and cro sing altitude restriction are used to 
calculate vertical flight path commands. Lateral offsets from the programmed route can be 
calculated and commanded. 
Fuel 
The fuel system supplies fuel to the engine and th APU. Th fu I is contained in a c ntre tank, 
and left and right main tanks. 
Fuel quantity is measured by sensors in each tank. tal fuel quantity is displayed on the primary 
EICAS display. Tank quantities and total fuel quantity are di pla ed on the FUEL noptic 
display. Expanded fuel indications showing the left main, centre, and right main tank quantitie 
are displayed when non-normal conditi n occur. 
Fuel temperature is displayed on the primary A display. The temperature i n rmallv 
displayed in whit . H i di played in amber when th fu l temp raturc a ppr a. he · th u I fr' 1 
temperature entered on the FM C U. uring jetti on, the MAIN quantit r pla c the 
ICAS display fuel tcrnperatur indicati n. Fuel temp raturc and minimum fu 1 ternperatur Jr· 
also displayed on the f u l synoptic display. 
ach fuel tank contain two AC-powered fuel purn s. A single ump an u pl uffi i nt Iu 1 
to operate one engine under all condition . The tw centre tank fu l pum 
pump . he e pump hav a higher output pr ur th n the l ft n ri ht m int nk tu \ um . 
The centre tank pump vcrrid the main tan um s that th cntrc tan fuel i u 
wing tank fuel. 
The lucl manifold· are arranged so that any Iu I tank pump n uppl either engine. The 
cro sfc d valve arc cl scd during normal op erati ns he lo id r d v l s i olat the left 









When the fuel quantities in the left and right main tanks differ b a p cified quantity, the EICAS 
alert message FU L IMBALANC displays. Fu l balancing i accomplished by opening one or 
both crossfeed valves and turning off the fuel pump switche for the fuel tank that bas the lower 
quantity. uel balan ing ma done in an pha f night. 
APU fuel is suppli d from the left. fuel manifold, APU fuel can be provided by any AC fuel 
pump supplying fuel to the left fuel manifold or byihe left main tank DC fuel pump. 
The fuel jettison system allows jettison from all fuel tanks. Fuel is jettisoned through jettison 
nozzle valves inboard of each aileron. Jettison pump in the main tanks and erride/jettison 
pumps in the centre tank pump fuel ov rboard thro igh jettison nozzles valves. 
Hydraulics 
The airplane has three independent hydraulic ystem : I ft, right, and centre. The h draulic 
y tern power th : 
• ·lightc ntr 
• Leading edge lats 
• Trailing edge flap· 
• Landing gear 
• Wheel brakes 
• Nose and main gear teering 
• Thrust reverser 
Flight contr \ sy tern components are distributed that ny ne h d uli 
adequate airplane c ntrollabilit s : I lydraulic fluid i u plied t 
a 'SO iatcd system re,' oir. The re servoir arc re surized b the 
Ihe I 'rt and ri iht h drauli s s : terns are id ·nti ·al. 111c di fer nl in th 
power. 1 he lei h draulic s stem powers: 
• !·Ii tht ·011t1 )I: 
• The I I cnuinc thrust rev ·is ·r 
t m can pr id 
ump fr m the 









The right hydraulic system powers: 
• Flight controls 
• Normal brakes 
• The right engine thru 
The centre hydraulics system power : 
• Flight controls 
• Leading edge slats 
• Trailing edge flap 
• Landing gear actuati n 
• Alternate brakes 
• Res rve brakes 
• No e gear teering 
• Main gear steering 
flight control components connected t th centre h drauli s tern. h RAT 
and electrical power throughout the flight envelope. In flight, the RA d pl 
• Both engine are failed and entre s t m pre ur i 10\: , r 
• oth A tran fer u es arc not p wcrcd, or 
• All three hydraulic y tern pre ur are I w. 
the prnna 
hydrauli 
aut mati all if' 
The Ram Air Turbine (RAT), when deployed, pro id hydraulic 1 ' er nl 
Landing G ar 
The airplane has two main landing gear and a inglc n e g ar. 
erable two-wheel unit. La ·h main rear has si ls in t 
radius, the aft axle of each main gear is stccra le. 11 drauli p 
n · nti nal 
i r . T impr v turning 
n, e rtension, and 
teerin • is supplied by the · .ntrc h rauli · s st .rn, An altern t • » t nsion s em is also 
rovidcd. ·1 he normal brake h drauli s stem is IH wcr ·d the right h draulic system. The 
alt .rnat /r ·s 1 v • bruk · Ii d1 auli · s st ·n i: 1 O\ er· l the cntr • h drauhc s nern Antiskid 










normal system. A brake temperature monitor system and tire pr sure indication system displays 
each brake temperatur and tire pre sure on th (3 AR ynoptic display. 
In-flight and ground operation of variou airplane s tern are controlled by the air/ground 
sensing system. The system rccci c air/ground logic ignals from sensors located on each main 
landing gear beam. The c signals arc u cd to con Figure the airplane systems to the appropriate air 
or ground stat us. 
The airplane is equipped with nose wheel ste ring and main gear aft axle steering. Nose wheel 
steering is powered by the centre/reserve h dra ulic ystem. Primary steering control is provided 
by a nose wheel steering tiller for each pilot. Limited steering control is available through the 
rudder pedals. The tillers can tum the nose wheels up to 70 degrees in either direction. A pointer 
on the tiller assembly show tiller po ition relative to the neutral etting. he rudd r pedal can 
be used to tum the n e wheel op to 7 degrees in either directi n. Tiller inputs verride rudder 
pedal inputs. Main gear aft a .lc teering automatically operate wh n the n e wh l tccring 
angle exceed 13 degree. t reduce tire scrubbin . 
ach main gear wheel ha a multiple disc carbon rake. The no c wheel ha e n rake · The 
brake sy tern includes: 
• Normal brake hydraulic system 
• Alternate/rese-ve brake hydraulic ystem 
• Brake accumulator 
• Anti kid protecti n 
• J\ut brake ystem 
• Parking brake 
The normal rake hydraulic system i powered b th right h draulic s ·st m. The brake pedals 








Alternate/reserve brake hydraulic system sel ction is automatic. lf th right hydraulic s stem 
pressure is low, the centre, r rve h draulic stem automaticall supplies pre sure to the 
alternate/reserve brake hydraulic ystem. 
The brake accumulator i I ated in th normal brake h draulic system. If right and 
centre/reserve brake hydrauli pov er is lost, th brake accumulator can provide se eral braking 
applications or parking brak application. 
Antiskid protection i pr vidcd in the normal and altemate/r serve brake hydraulic systems. 
Antiskid protection is also pro id d when the brake y tern i being uppli d pr ur only from 
the brake accumulator. The normal brak hydraulic ystem pr ide ach main gear wheel with 
individual antiskid protection. When a wheel p d ensor detects a kid, th associated anti kid 
valve reduces brake pres ure until the kidding top . Th alternate/r erve brake h draulic 
system provides anti kid pr tecti n to tandem wheel pair for the D rward and middle axle · 
wheels. The aft axle whe I remain individually contr lied. 
The autobrake y t m pro idc automatic braking at pre elected de clcrati n r t f r lan ing 
and full pre sure fi r rejected take IT. h y tern p rates nl \ h n th n n al brake ' t m 1 
functioning. Antiskid s stem pr t ction i provid d during aut brake pcrati n. 
The parking brake can be ct with the normal or alternate brake h drauli 
the normal and alternate brake · ems ar n t pre urized parking rak 
by the brake accumulator. he parking rake is ct by dcprc in 
simultaneou ly pulling the arking rake lever up. hi me hani all 
depressed positi n and c mm nd the parking brak val 
by depre sing the p dal until the p rking ra c le 
unz If 
mk 
Wnrning . yst ·ms 
Warnings stems · n ·ist. or 
• 1~11 .ino lndi ation an I rev /\I srtin • S st .m 1~1 AS 









• Tail strike detection ystem 
• Takeoff and landing configuration' arning system 
• M P selected altitud al rts 
• rcw alertnc s monit r 
• Terminal olli ion Al rting ystem (T A ) 
• Windshcar alert. 
• Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) 
EICAS consolidates engin an airplane system indications and is the primary means of 
displaying system indications and alerts to the flight crew. The most important indications are 
displayed on EICA which i normally displayed on the upper centre display. tern conditions 
and configuration information is provided to the crew by four types ofEICAS messages: 
• lCAS alert me sage are the primary method to alert the crew to non-normal condition 
• ei ed r lCA communication mes ages alert the crew to communication mes age 
nt 
• I A memo me ages arc crew reminders of certain flight er w I cted n rrnal 
condition 
• lCA statu me sage indicate equipment faults, which may a eel ai Ian di 'pat h 
capability 
There are a four air peed alerts. They arc: 
• tall Warning 
• Airspeed w 
• Take !TV I Air peed 
• vcr peed Warning 
tall Warnina i · a wa 11111' of an impending tall, whi h i pr idcd by 1 and right stick 
shaker , which independently vibrate the left and ri ht contr 1 lumn . IR PEED LOW is 
displayed when airspeed is .low manocuvrinu speed. 'I he ice annun iati n ... 0. ffi sounds 
when airsp d r ·u .h ·s VI durin ~ In · fT. VhR P I· ts ispla ed when air peed is greater 









The tail strike alert system detects ground contact, which 
hull. The ystem consists of a two-inch blade target and t\ 
on the aft body of the airplane. 
uld damage the airplane pressure 
proximity sensors, and is installed 
The takeoff and landing configuration warning y, tern alerts the crew that the airplane is not 
configured for normal take ff or normal landing. 
Altitude alerting is pr vided when approaching or departing th altitude lected in the MCP 
altitude window. 
TCAS (Terminal Collision Alerting Sy tern) alerts the crew to possible conflicting traffic. TCAS 
interrogates operating tran ponder in ther airplane track the other airplane by anal izing th 
transponder replies, and pr diet the flight paths and p ition . T A pr vid s T A 
me ages, voice annunciation. PFD vertical flight path guidance, and traffic di pla of the ther 
airplane to the flight crew. A operation i indep ndcnt r gr und-bas d air tr c ntr I. 
T AS identifies a three-dim nsional air pace around the airplane v her a high Iik lih od f 
traffic conflict exist . The dirncn i n f this air pace arc nting nt u n the l ur at with 
conflicting traffic. 
GPWS provides immediate alerts, and look-ahead obstacle and terrain al 'rt f r 
hazardous flight condition in' lving imminent impact with the ta 1 and th \\1, 
alerts are based on radio altitude> barometric altitude, AOIR , glide l d iation, and ai Ian 
configuration. PW alert ar pr vidcd f r the foll wing: 
• Altitude loss aft: r tak IT r g -ar und 
• sxcc sivc and c ·r de ent rate 
• Exce ivc terrain losurc rate 
• Un safe terrain clo sing clearance when n tin th Inn in~ nfi ru ti n 
• Execs .ivc de iation I w lL glide slope 
• Altitude advisories 









GPWS also provides look-ahead terrain mode alerts by monitoring obstacle and terrain proximity 
using a worldwide terrain database and an obstacle database. If there is a potential obstacle or 
terrain hazard, GPWS look-ahead alerts are provided based on estimated time to impact 
stimatcd time to impact is based on airplane position, barometric altitude, present track, vertical 










2.2.2 Expert Systems [3] 
2.2.2.1 What Is an Expert ystcm? 
An expert system is a computer program designed to model the problem-solving ability of a 
human expert. 
The two major traits of an expert that are modelled in an expert system are the expert's 
knowledge and reasoning. In order to accomplish this, the system must ha e two principle 







The knowledge base c ntains highly pecialized kn wledge n the probl im ar 'a pr \1 xi b 1 
the expert. lt include problem fact , rules, concept , and r lati n hips. 
The inference engine i the knowledge processor, which i modcll aft r th 
Th engine w rks with availabl inf rmati n n a i n pr bl m, upl \: ith th kn 
·torcd in the nowlcdgc a c, to draw conclu i n r re mm nd ti n .. 
2.2.2.2 Why Build an Expert yst rn? 
I: perts ar u valuable re ur e t an ornuniznrion and ar · ital in nhancing its productivity 
b cuus the ·un off ·r ·r ··ti\ · 1d •ns in ull .vrutinn I oblcms \ hrlc ac mpli hing r utine tasks. 










added advantages compared to their human counterpans. lt can produce continuous support with 
consistent performance in a fraction of the time it takes a human expert to complete the same 
task. It can be easily and economically duplicated for distribution to locations lacking the 
expertise, and can even be operated in harmful environments. The main motivations behind the 
need for expert systems arc: 
• Replacement of an expert 
• Assisting an expert 
Some of the principle reasons expert systems are developed to replace a human expert are: 
• Make available expertise after hours or in other locations 
• Automate a routine task requiring an expert 
• Expert is retiring or leaving 
• xpert is expensive 
• xpertise is needed in a hostile environment 
Some of the principle rca ons exp rt sy terns arc developed to a ist a human ex are: 
• Aiding expert in some routine task to impro e pr ductivit 
• Aiding expert in some difficult task to cffecti ly manage c mple itics 
• Making available to the xpert, inf rmation that is difficult t r all 
2.2.2.3 Where Have Expert ystems Been Built? 
There are very clear sign that experts systems ar rnerging v ith th· m in trcam inti rm ti n 
proces ing. The field has developed tremcndou ly and thi i ppar int in th the 
technology by the commercial sector . ornc f the maj r ap li • ti n ar f c. rt 1 tern 
are: 
• Medicine 
• l u incss 
• Muuufu turinn 
• Ln iiu .crlnu 









2.2.2.4 How Are Expert Systems Used? 
-xpcrt system applicati ns can categoriz d by it probl m-solving paradigms. They are: 
Control 
Control systems adaptively govern the behaviour of a given system. An expert control system 
obtains data on the system's operation, interprets the data to form an understanding of the state 
of the system or a prediction of its future state, and determines and executes needed adjustments. 
Control systems must al o perform monitoring and interpretation ta ks t track system beha iour 
over time. 
Design 
D ign y tern configure objects under a set of problem con traint . The e y tern u ually 
perform their ta ks foll wing a erie of tep , each with their own pecific c o train . The c 
tep are u ually d p ndent upon ach thcr, which make it difficult to a e the impa t that a 
change in one tcp wi11 h ve n another. 
Diagnosis 
Diagno is ystem inf er ystems malfunction r faults from b ervable inf rrnati n. M t 
diagn is y terns have knowledg or po iblc fault condition with m an t. inf r \\ h "th r the 
fault exists from information on the system' scrva le bcha iour. A m r r 
field relic· n a m del- a· d r a ning appr ach, which m de! th n 
and detects and diagn ·e · fault from dcviati n in expo tati n . M 
a rescription task that f ers a r medy to the dcte ted fault. 
tern in tu 
Instru ition 
lnstru tion s . I ·m: uid . th xlu .auon o a student in u riv .n 1 pie. ·1 he treat the dent as a 










to form a model of the studeru's understanding of the topic. They then compare the student 
model with an ideal model to uncov r weaknes es in the student s understanding. This task is 
then followed by remedial instruction to correct any misunderstanding. 
Interpretation 
Interpretation systems produce an understanding of a sy tern from available information. 
Typically, this information con i t of data from such sources as sensors instruments, t st 
results, etc. these systems translate the raw data into symbolic orm that describes th iruation. 
Monitoring 
Monitoring systems compare observable information on the behaviour fa y stern with tern 
that are considered crucial to its operation. Monitoring y tern will u uall interpr t iznal 
from sensor and compare the inf rmation with known crucial late . When a crucial late i 
detected, an established equence of tasks will be p rfi rmed. 
Planning 
Planning system form actions to achieve a given goal under problem c n train me tannin l 
systems must have the flexibility t change the series of plann d ta k \! h n they tain n w 
problem information. To accompli h this, they need the a ility t acktra k nd r je ta urreru 
line f rea oning in favour of xploring a otter nc. 
Prediction 
Prcdi .tion syst ms infer lik •ly conscqu .nces fr m a ivcn ituati n. terns attempt to 
prcdi t future .vcnts usin availabl inforrnati n and am d I o th pr 1 rn r diction systems 
often must be u I • lo rcas n ab ut ti1 c r ordered c cnts, Model· mu t 
sorn · i sn u .tion · u11 inllu n · l11l111 • • »us, Int ·lligcnt sirnulati n c de are en used in 











Prescription system recommend olutions to a given system malfunction. These types of 
systems usually fir ·t incor r tc a diagno ti ta k t d t nnin the nature of the malfunction. 
More advanced systems incorporate planning and prediction techniques to create tailored 
remedies. 
Selection 
Selection systems identify the be t choice from a Ii t of possibilities. They work from problem 
specifications defin d by the u er and attempt to find a solution that matches these specifications 
most closely. These y tern u ually employ an inexact reasoning techniqu or a matching 
evaluation function when forming their selection . 
Simulation 
imulation ystcms mo<l I a process r a sy tern to p nnit perational tudic und r vari u 
conditi ns. They mod l the \ arious component· f the ystem and their int r ti n . ing th' 
model along with the user-supplied information, these system can be u ed t predict peratin 1 
conditions for the real y tern. 
2.2.2.4 Characteristics of an xpert y tern 
cparates Knowledge from ontrol 
eparating the sy tern's kn \ .. ·Jedge (knowledge ba c) fr m 1 ngin ) is a 
·haract ·risti of an · · ert s ~l m that distinguishes it form nal pr m. This makes 
the tas of modi I' in 1 and maintaining the ystcm hang r additions of pieces of 
kn wledg to the knowl d c bas c and modillcnti n. to the in ·r .n c .ngin 's algorithm can be 









Possesses Expert Knowledge 
An expert system contains knowledge that exemplifies the expertise of a human expert. The 
expertise that is captured and encoded in an expert syst m includes both domain knowledge and 
problem solving skills. 
Focuses Expertise 
An expert system has a narrow area of expertise, which makes it proficient at what it knows but 
performs poorly outside its area of e rperti e. ucce sfu! expert ystems are those that ha e a 
well-focused problem domain. 
Reasons with Symbols 
An expert system embodie kn wledge such a facts, concep and rule in ymbolic f rm. 
Besides representing statement in symbolic form, an expert 'stem can al o manipulate th e 
symbols when solving a pr blcm t make logical conclu ion . 
Reasons Heuristically 
Human experts can solve problems efficiently using their experience . h ir c: .pericn e hcl 
them form a better understanding f the problem, which they retain in fi rm f rut f-thurn r 
heuristics. This reasoning trategy can be replicated in an expert y tern 
pr cedurc found in convcnti nal programs. 
Permits Inexact Reasoning 
An expert system allows the apturing and encoding of informati n that is unc nain, ambiguous 










Is Limited to Solvable Problems 
Expert systems can only apply to problems that human experts can solve. Therefore, expert 
systems should not be de iun d for appli aiion in are, wher th problem is new or frequently 
changing. 
Thrives on Reasonable Complexity 
The problem to be solved should not be loo imple or too complex. A problem that takes too 
long to solve is probably b y nd th capabilit f the expert ystem. One way to approach these 
kinds of problems is to break them into sub-topics, ach of which can be solved with a single 
expert system. 
Makes Mistakes 
xpert system , like their human counterparts, can make mi take . his cannot be seen as a 
disadvantage compared t c nvcnti nal programming. This i e au c if th r i fault, r 
missing data, conventional programs may produce no results at all but e rpert y tern an till 








2.2.3 Sample System [6] 
2.2.3.1 lntelligent Aircraft/Airspace System (IAAS) 
Abstract 
The worldwide Aircraft} Airspace y tern (AAS) is faced with a large increase in air traffic in 
the coming decades, yet many flights already experience delays. The AAS is comprised of many 
different agents, such as aircraft, airlines, and traffic control units. Technology development v ill 
make all the agents in the AAS mor intelligent; hence, there will be an increasing o erlap f the 
declarative functions of the agents. he Intelligent Aircraft/Airspace System (IAA ) pro id s 
improved system performance, redundancy, and safety by utilizing the o erlapping capabilitie · 
of the agent. Principled negotiation between agents allows all the agents in the system to benefit 
from multi inde endent declarative analysis of th same analy is. Multi-attribut utility the ry 
and decision trees are used as the basis for analyzing the behavi ur of different type f agen . 
Intelligent agents are m delled a rule-based expert y terns who e ide ff L are th 
pr cedural and reflexive functions of the agent. Principled negotiation i al th ide effe t f 
the expert ystcm' dcclarati functi n . A hierarchical rganization f agent in th lAA i · 
propos d to facilitate negotiation and to maintain clear line f auth rity. 
Behaviour of Intelligent Agents 
To model the behaviour of a collection of Intelligent Agents, we need t unde stan th n- 
making and control procc f each agent. W an u c de la ti , r 
function t de cribc the havi ur of any Intelligent Agent peratin 
Mana cment Agent. (TrMA ) and Aircraft arc two ty c f AA 
ffi 
t imilarirv 
betwc n the declarative functions of these two a rent ~ nd fall a lA . All agents 
identify scenarios, a. c · the situation, and th n make d cision d on th t sment. All 
a rent opcrut · in the same .nvironment, but th hav · di irent interc and priorities when 









Table 2. l Function Hierarchies for Two Agents 
Function Traffic Management Agent Aircraft Agent 
Declarative Traffic monitoring and prediction s_ stem monitoring 
Conflict detection and prediction Goal planning 
Constraint monitoring Scenario identification 
Hazard detection Choice of operating mode 
Weather monitoring and prediction Conflict resolution 
Asses mcnt of pilot requests I ' 
Trajectory assignment 
Procedural Conflict resolution Adaptation 
Trajectory adaptation uidance and navigation 
Flow control Estimation and control 
Communication rew coordination 
ommunication 
Refle:"<jve Display update Mea urement 
tare vector pr ssmg Actuati n 
Aircraft hand ver 1nner-l p r gulati n . 
light inf rmation procc sing 
Model of a Negotiating Intelligent f\gcnt 
The declarative function f intelligent agents are well modelled b e rt 
planning, scenario identification, and operating mode selection r quire rea nin i. 
mu t be evaluated, and de isions must be made thr u rh a pr d ~ u ti n. that t. Y 
inferring answers from zcneral or domain-specific principl . A rul ~ 
a\ 
an inference engine to procc the knowlcdg . and b lief in it rul b and databa e. 
The procedural and r flcxivc f unctions of the a rent u h a mm uni ti n an e irnation, are 
side ffcct fa rule cing ucricd y the expert syst m. well a pro iding a model for 
analysi · and collccti e int "Iii • ·nt agent b ihaviou , structure uld u cd as a basis for systems 
that provide intelli ent as ·i ranee t humans (pilots, tr Iler , and schedulers or for systems 










side effects of the expert system. The expert system deduces the weighting function, constraints, 
and heuristics that are used by the ysterns that gen rate and a sess options. 
The functions of an lntelli lent A lent can be divid d into four task groups: emergency tasks, 
mode pccific ta ks, nc iotiati n ta ks, and routine ta ks. The top-level structure of the rule base 
controlling these task group i shown igure 2.4. Rectangular boxes represent parameters, and 
ovals represent rule . Parameter contain raw data and other factual information about the 
domain. The possible value of the parameter are shown in the slots. Rules describe the 
relationship between the parameters, The form of the rule is shown by the line linking the 
parameters and the rules. AND relationships are indicated by arcs between the lines. 
The inference engine traverses the rule base using backward and forward-chaining. lf the alue 
, of an unknown parameter i de ired, a goal-directed search (backward-chaining) is used. The 
logical outcome of the new data, r a cl of prcmi es is found by a data-driven earch (fi rward- 
chaining). The control cycle i dri en by backward -chaining to establish a value of a t p-le el 
parameter. This fires Rule 1, \\ hich i r ad: 
11' th value of parameter M R N Y TA K OMP 
determined 
ha n 
ANO the value of parameter M MP T 
J\ND the value of parameter N.. TlATl N TA K 
determined 
AN the value of parameter ROUTIN 
ha en 
TH N set the value of parameter T P- 
·N Y A K MP T ·0 will be ct t TR m 
an emergency ituation ha en exc utcd, 'I he aluc the pa m t r m or 
FA ::; the a rent is not in an emer ency . itu ti n at all tirn . Th us of th shaded box 
indicates that the search could ntinuc nee the aluc CY TA COMPLETED 










Mode specific tasks are functions that are executed onl f the agent is in a particular state. For 
example, an action such as TAXI fNSTRU TlONS OADED \ ould be required only when an 
aircraft was on the ground or on approach· it would not be xecuted on departure or en-route 
phases. 
The routine task arc undertaken whatever the mode of an ag nt. A TrMA will update radar 
displays, fuse raw data, and updat databa on each control c cle. 
Agent 
Algorithm Data Ruic 
Base Ba c Base 
; 
Inference 















The system that was reviewed can b used as a guideline to develop a rule-based expert system. 
The analysis conducted on th y tern can be broken up into four main parts, they are: 
• Domain 
• Functions 1 ity 
• System Flow 
• Implementation 
2.3.3 Domain 
Domain refers to the area or scope of the system. For I.AAS, the domain would be air traffic' 
control while for the proposed aviation expert system; the domain would be systems or parts of 
an airplane. 
2.3.4 Functionality 
The functionality of system may differ based on the requirements of the end-u er. h lAA 
aim to control air traffic more efficiently through traffic monitoring and pr dicti n, nOi t 
detection and prediction, hazard detection, weather monitoring and pr dicti n etc. 'I he pr d 
aviation expert system advise trainee pilots on counter measure t take h en th arc a d 
with failures in a simulation cockpit, 
2.3.5 ystcm 1~ low 
ystcm now is the way an application works. a ically, the lAA 
pr p sed aviation pert s t m hav th am sy 'l m fl \ . nd u er v ill input information 
into the system based on di tre s signals, alert me sage r bs rvabl nvirons and this 
inf rmution will be com arc t that fin the knowlcd "C asc. ul -ba d reasoning techniques 











Like the IAAS, th proposed a iation expert system will utilise a rule-based system for the 
approach on problem solving. An intellig nt s t m that incorporates artificial intelligence (AI) 
would require development u ing Al languages. The most popular AI languages in the market at 
the moment arc Win-Prolog and Vi uni Prolog, which implement programming in logic. The 










2.4 Development Tools 
The proposed system is an intelligent system that incorporates artificial intelligence. For an AI 
system, it is strongly recommended by researches and most software engineers that the Prolog 
language be used. Prolog is short fur programming in logic. It has many features required by 
intelligent systems that conventional development languages do not have. Below is a list of these 
features that led to the usage of Prolog as the development tool [7]. 
• Prolog is descriptive 
• Prolog uses facts and rules 
• Prolog can make deduction 
• Prolog program execution is controlled automatically 
• Pro log has a very short and simple syntax 
• Prolog is powerful 
Prolog is descriptive 
Mo t c nventional languages would specify a ene f steps n h w the computer rn ' rk t 
solve a problem. Prolog is different. It contains a descripti n f the problem. h d ripti n 
consists of two components. The first one is the description f the object in lved in th· 
problem [7]. The second component consists of fact and rules de cribing th relati n t\ n 
the objects. 
Proto ~ uses facts and rules 
Pro log consist of facts and rules. -acts arc Ii c: 
mother (rnary, john) 
This statement means that Mary i the mother J hn. I ulc n th ther hand are like: 
brother A, ): - m ther( , A), mother( 
1 he followinu rule state that A is the broth r or 
I . 










To define the same set of rules in other conventional languages would involve several lines of 
coding. 
Prolog can make deductions 
What this means i that when you give Prolog a set of rules and a goal, it is able to come up with 
an answer to the goal. -or example: 
Goal mother (rnary, john). 
Prolog will answer, "vc " Lo thi goal. This is because the goal matches a stored fact If a 
variable is used in place f J hn' mother's name, Prolog will find the value for the variable. For 
example: 
Goal mother (X, john). 
Prolog will an wcr X = Mary becau e Mary atisfies the rule for mother. The solutions to these 
goal are derived through backtracking. The automatic backtracking rnechani mi Pr l g m t 
powerful feature. 
Prolo program execution is controlled automatically 
When a goal i executed, Pr log trie t find all po iblc alue that ati the gi en al (7]. 
With the backtracking mechanism, nee a solution has been found, it retrace thr ugh the t r ·d 
facts t ee if vi.her varia les may pr vidc as lution t the g al. 
Prolog has a very short and simpl synta 
When mparcd t ther on cnti nal languag s, Pr 1 g h 
Prolog easier to learn an use c mpared t thcr language . 
uhhrtr 1 mak 
Prolog is powerful 
Prolo ' i · said to be a hi zher-lcv I Ian ruu re omp ired to thcr languages. such as C or Pascal. 










The fact that Prolog has built-in pattern recognition facility makes Prolog a far more powerful 
tool than other languages. Besides pattern recognition, the ability to handle recursive structures 
in a simple and efficient way makes Pro log stand out 
Thus, the author con iders Prolog the most practical language to be employed as a development 
tool. Now that Prolog has been chosen as the development tool, the choice of choosing between 
Visual Prolog and WlN-PROLOG arises. Therefore, the author studies both languages to 










2.4.3 Visual Prolog 5.1 
Visual Pro log is the outcome of Pro log Development Center (PDC) after years of research work. 
Visual Prolog has increasin 1ly b come the tool of choice for many system developers, because 
of the intelligent features that can be readily added to programs or even web sites. Visual Prolos ;:, 
addresses the same target market as SQL Database Systems, C++ development systems and 
other languages like Visual Basic. An application developed in Visual Prolog can have far 
superior performance and user friendliness along with shorter development time. 
PDC's Prolog has been found to be very well suited when it comes to traditional database tasks. 
This is because Visual Prolog has a very easy-to-use database engine. Visual Prolog programs 
are fast due to its compiler, which happens to perform as well as C++ compilers. Web support 
and object system contribute towards the usefulness of Prolog in the commercials ctor. 
Visual Development Environment (VOE) 
The VD combine the compiler with various c mponents [7]. The mp nent ar an edit r 
a resource and application. xpert, interactive producing facilitie and vari u br wsing facilitie . 
A running prototype is automatically generated nee the user interface c mp nent are teated. 
The application xpert creates all the nece sary files for a pr ~ t and the re our c ·, p .rt 
generat the Prolog code to support all the selected resource . 
Visual Prolog's VD is designed to make it easier, faster and m re n em 
applicati ns based on a higher level ab traction f the tandard int rfa th 
native operatin 1 sy terns. 
ode E p srt 
A ode · xpcrt is · r .ature in Visual Pro lo, that real ·s and maintain the Pro log control code 
for the resources. The combination of the a out tool and de ~ p rt is said to be one of 








allowing you to create a new application in only a few minutes and incrementally enhance this 
form of prototype to your final application. 
An Application Expert that generate..~ and configures projects 
An application expert can generate a new proj ct. It accounts for thousands of combinations of 
Operating systems, Ul strategies, C compilers, companion tools and so on. When a new project 
is generated, it will automatically set up all the basic tools lik a help file, toolbars and menus 
[7]. 
Integrated editors for the preparation of resources 
These tools make it possible to visually design and modify the user int rfacc in an interactive 
way. The mouse may be used to lay out controls in dialogs r windows and ace attribute 
ettings with a mere click. Resources c nsist of Windows, Dialog itrnaps, le n , Cur r and 
Strings that are nece sary for any application that u es a Ul ( raphic U r Int rface). 
Ability to import resources 
Visual Prolog has the ability to import resource fr rn L 
from other Visual Prolog projects. This makes Vi ual Prol 
integrated with other languages. 
file and re urc 
ry flc ti le t u e and t 
A Ian zua J'C- sensitive text editor 
Mo t language have text editors for codes to b written in. th r lan 
has a 1 ow rful ource ode edit r with lour odin V1 u 
i ual PT log 
and other 
Ian iua ze clements. The colour makes it much easier t diff rcntiat b twe n names, parameters, 
ommcnts, etc. Th, ditor uJ port: unlimited und and r 'do a iliti . • ar h and replace, cut, 











Integrated state-of-the-art Help Maker 
There is a built-in help authoring ystem that mak s it ery easy to give your application online 
help. The Help system is based on the P C Hyp rtext Abstract Machine (HAM). In this system 
it is possible to enter the help text intern. tively, mark new links with the mouse and to follow 
existing links during the design phase. The help ystem is able to output both the Windows .RTF 
format and the OS/2 TPF format so it is possible to generate native help systems for both OS 2 
and windows. 
Visual Programming Interface (VPI) 
Visual Prolog has a predefined portable Prolog APl for graphical user interface. This API is an 
abstraction of the facilities found in the basic windowing environments f the Window 3.x, 
Windows 95, Windows NT, OS/2 PM platforms. This give the Visual Prolog programmer an 
API that is both portable and easier to use than programming to the nati e Pl. How ver in 
order to restrict users, the API also contain platform- pecific facilities and pti n that are n t 
portable. 
High-level GUI componcn 
A number of high-level GUl components have been implemented n t f the VPI I"·'· 
components are supplied with source code and are f cour e p rta le t all the latf rm 
supported by the VPL Thes tools include a rid, a Tree Window an xp! rer i w, lbars. 
Ta bed dial gs, advanced report handlinc ands on. 
Debu 'gcr 
A debugger is one tool in Vi ual Prolog that cann t b ct id . h d bugg r works on the 
compiled ode and allows the 'ltin 1 of br 'Uk points an t ·pping thr ugh th code. While this is 









Exception handling and error handling 
Visual Prolog includes powerful mechanisms for handling error situations, as well as controlling 
user breaks. The programmer may select various levels of error checking and error reporting. 
Below is an example of the error checking function that checks a diskette for error: 
Checkdiskette (A): - 
Trap (disk (A), xitCode, errorhandler (ExitCode)). 
A powerful database subsystem 
Visual Prolog has a very fast and flexible database subsystem. This feature makes Visual Prolog 
a more suitable choice for database applications compared to many other 4GLs. The databa e 
subsystem supports a collection of distinct ordered chains of Pro log terms, where database terms 
can be any abstraction supported by the language itself, from simple record t tr or graph . 
The database system can directly access individual term , or it can backtrack through chain of 
terms to generate or match particular value . Thes term can be stored in an ne f th e thr e 
locati n . The first one is in a file, the econd in memory and the third in M -t e: panded 
memory under DOS. The databa e also supp rt B tree , which pr vide fa t data rciri al and 
the ability to change term ordering efficiently. 
Client-Server architecture 
Visual Prolog is a powerful platform for building lient- ever a pli ati n . h main a 
this is curr ntly the T P/lP binding , but under th /2 it i l 




programmer can end arbitrarily complex Prolog t rm 
machine, or between program on separate m hin ·s 
can ea ily be constructed with thi facility. 
r n t.\. r . at b 
on a single 










ODBC and portable SQL Bindings 
Visual Prolog has portable QL bindings that allow it to link programs to external databases 
when needed. The porta le binding are ba ed on ither ODBC, Oracle's OCI libraries or 
DB2 under 0 /2. Visual r log al o maintain more ex:tensi e direct bindings to Microsoft's 
ODBC APPs for Window platform . 
Document handling Tools 
PDC's DOC tools provid a high-I vel abstraction for handling richly formatted documents. 
Using a Pro\og structure t represent the document makes it pos ible to be indep ndent of the 
actual format whether it is >RTF, HTML or >IPF. There are generators to convert the Prolog 
term format to the e format , a well as parsers to convert an of these format t th Prol g 
term format. These tools pen up many application possibilitic , like the generati n f Word 
documents, Internet assi tant and o on. 
FTI> and HTTP support 
Visual Prolog ha th ability t use th Internet ilc Tran fer Pr t col t end and re civc file 
from an Internet server. It has APl that up rt Hypertext ran fer Pr t th 
protocol used by the World Wide Web. The c J\Pl can be used t reatc 'V-''VW ti mt and 











WlN-PROLOG is a product of Logic Programming Associates Ltd (LPA). LPA's previous 
version of Prolog wa the PA-PR which provided a 32bit-programm.ing environment 
within the Winl6 API of Windows 3.1. Now, LPA has introduced a new version called WIN- 
PROLOG, which i a true Win32 application, working directly with the 32-bit Windows NT and 
Windows 95 APT [8]. 
WlN-PROLOG is the central product in a series that consists of programming tools that works 
cross-platfonn on Window 2000, NT, ME, 98, 95 and 3.1; the series also includes flex ) 
Prolog++, the Portable Dialog Manager, and the ProData Database Interface toolkit. These 
products have acce to all the memory available to Windows without restriction. The Windov s 
series uses incremental compilation of user programs to provide the execution speed of a 
compiler but with the interacti e behaviour of an interpreter. he optimizing compiler provide 
multiple-argument indexing for static code. 
59 
WIN-PR L G hares th arnc underlying 32-bit inference engine and archit A 
DOS-PROLOG and LPA MacProlog32, and is clos ly compatible with b th the l Pr 1 and 
Quintus Prolog for Unix. There i a powerful bi-directional DL interface hich all " 
written in C, C++, Pascal etc to be acce sed. lt als o has a configurable f r lin in' ' ilh 
other applications ( xcel, Word, Visual Ba ic etc). W1N-PR in lu full 
support, an attractive multi-window development environment, interactive 
debugger, integrated editor and high-level acces to Window t fun ti n . 
urc -1 
lex i a powerful hybrid expert ystem t olkit with frarn in tanc daern , r lati n 
que tions, multiple inheritance, dynamic rule ct and ha full ec c . · ex ntain its 
wn Knowled •e peci Ii cation Lon ua c (K L), wh r rul an fram ar defined in an 









The Prolog++ toolkit is a complete OOP language with dynamic and static objects, instances 
methods and attributes which supports multiple inheritance, message cascading and has full 
access to Prolog. To aid program development there is a graphical object hierarchy browser. 
WIN-PROLOG: for Windows 2000, NT, ME, 98, 95 and 3.1 
WlN-PROLOG is a true 32-bit application, which runs under the older Windows 3.1 systems as 
well as having specially designed enhancements for Windows 2000. It is totally integrated with 
the Windows operating system, and utilizes a Multiple Document Interface (MD[) environment 
for editing, compiling, debugging and running programs. 
The development environment permits any number of program edit windows to be open at anv 
one time, and you can cut and paste text between them. Standard search and replac edit 
facilities· together with special Prolog·related ones (such as "goto definition") make the 
maintenance of large and c mplex y tern ea y [8]. 
You can compile or optimize pr gram edit windows individually or all together, and e ur 
work when you want to. A full ource-lcvel debugger utilize a pecial dialog in v hich y u n 
scroll through program s urcc c de, variable bindings, and other inf rmati n. A multi-le' l 
break facility allow you to e cape fr m the debugger t run suppl mentary ueri b r r 
returning. A traditional box model debugger, together with a oll ction f mall, spe ial 
debuggers, complement the urce-level debugger to provide unpr ced nted fl xi ili · in 
program testing. 
Unicode and Other Text •ormats 
WIN-I I L mana ~ ·s to support a full 2-bit ha ct r - an h n Uni ode ISO/IEC 
88 ·-I and I\ II with minimal pace r pr es ing erheads com ar d to previous 8-bit 
character supp rt by cmplo in, u .u: tom tc t cncodin 1 format, known as "UTF-BS". 
'httru ·t r-1 v 1 lilt xinu of' inp t and output i. support d n a fil ~b -file basis, allowing 










formats, including ASCII, lSO/IEC 8859-l, UTF-8, UTF-l5BE, UTF-l6LE, UTF-32B5 ancl 
UTF-32LE among other . External AP1 calls can be made with text in four formats, meiufil!U~ 
WID (Windows Unicode), ANSI (Windows Multibyte) and 1SO/IEC 8859-1. Altog§th©F, ~- 
PRO OG's t xt handling is econd to none. 
The Windows Interface 
WIN-PROLO has the ability to directly program and control most of the features available in 
the Windows GUI. Using built in predicates; one can create and destroy windows, model and 
modeless dialog , control items, menus and fonts. Windows can be renamed, resized, 
repositioned, hidden or shown. enabled or disabled. List boxes, combo boxes and menus can be 
added to, deleted from and inserted into. Text in edit controls can be selected by offset or line 
number, searched, crolled replaced deleted and in erted into. Buttons can be restyled, grouped, 
checked or unchecked, selected or de elected, grayed or enabled. Font of any face, size and 
style can be applied to an c ntrol window, including edit button, static, list box and combo box 
control . Initialization file can be created written read added to and deleted from. ,, ' ' 
Link can be found fr m an~ zi en wind w t its parent ibling and hildren, and t p-level 
windows can be searched for by clas and name. All f the abo e peratio can applied to 
any window wh e handl i kn wn. Y u can r a r writ' t xt r m and t an wind ' thank 
to the special string data t:rpe the p ing of tar ie am unts f'data Cl\ een Prolo 1 and Windov 
is both simple and efficient. 
Powerful Graph! un tion 
WIN-PR includes a and refully integrated Graphics subsystem. This 
provides both the raphic fun ti ns n d d 1 draw lines, ellipses, rectangles, polygons, 
bitmaps, ic ns, rnctafil and cur ors, and those needed to maintain resources. Each graphic 
resource is ii en a Pr 1 name' hich is maintained, automatically, in a dictionary. When such 
a resource is no longer required, it can be deleted simply to free up system memory. Icons, 










any Windows executable file. Metafiles can also be created within WIN-PROLOG for exporting 
to other applications, such as Word for Windows or CorelDraw! 
The repainting of graphics windows is handled elegantly through the use of message handlers 
and all neces ary housekeeping is carried out "behind the scenes". Graphics can be painted in-tQ 
any window, but special support is given both for buttons (allowing the creation of graphieal 
toolboxes) and special "grafix" control windows [8]. 
Message Handlers and Hooks 
WlN-PROLOG has the ability to create and manipulate highly complex dialogues and menus. It 
also includes sophisticated ways to handle the messages generated by these and other Gill 
objects. Once you have created a dialogue, filled it with controls, and placed initial data into 
them, you can u e the dialogue a often as you wish, either in a model or modeles fa hion. All 
button clicks, list and c mbo box selections, edit ontrol change , and croll bar mo ement are 
reported to a pecial handler program whose job it is to process the dialogue. ach dial guc can 
have its own handler, or they can share handlers. The handler are written in Pr I gt erf rm 
the [unction that you n d. 
he same way, when you ha e built a menu, with r without submcnu ou inn in tall it on th 
main menu bar. Whene er electi n are mad , m nt t a nu h ndl r. /\ 
well as the user dialogue and menu handler mablc 
you to capture and pr c cert in me 
module and the key ard. 
fr m th pr d '[in" m , l 
Direct Windows API Interfa 
WIN~! R ha a pecial int rface \ hich allows your programs to call virtually any C 
function direct! , whcth r dcfin d in the Windows APJ or in a DLL or other module. The 
winapi/3 predicate · 110\ an unction, defined in any 32-bit module, to be called with any 










and facilities exist for defining named "memory files". All memory allocation and stack frame 
creation is carried out autornaticall . 
The Windows API function means that your programs are no longer "limited" to using the rno- 
plus API function built into WlN-PROLOG by LP A, and you can add additional funeneas 
yourself as and when you need them. It also provides a direct way to invoke code in DLLs, 
without having to write parameter-translating ("glue") code in CIC++. 
Memory Files 
WIN-PROLOG has the powerful ability to open "virtual" files in memory. These have no disk 
im.age, and can be of any size within available resources. 1dea1 as temporary scratchpads during 
complex data operations, they are extremely fast and avoid the usual worries about how to name 
a temporary file best. 
Modeled on the original buffer that w re implemented to provide storage f r u e in njunction 
with the winapi/J predicate. These new mern ry files can b u cd with an and all f the 
standard Prolog input/output predicate , a w 11 as to tore virtuall an data direct! . 
Applications that r quire the storage f large num rs f mall data it m it tabl ar 
e pecially assisted by thi feature. 
True 32-bit Assembler-coded Implementation 
emcl i implement d cntir I in - it l s xn l r to pr · d the b t 
overall performance possible n 38 4 P ntium r P mtium r platfi rm , with just enough 
32-bit to interface it to th Win32 APT f Wind 2000 NT, 98 and 95. WIN-PROLOG will 
3.1 y t m pr id d th t th e are equipped with the Microsoft Win32s 
subsystem. 'J hank t i tight implementation, the entire WIN-PROLOG system requires under 











Thorough Quintus Prolog Compatibility 
W.IN-.PROLOG has been designed from scratch for Quintus Prolog (QP) compatibility. 'Ill!s 
extends well beyond the obvious requirement of duplicating the built in predicates of QP, as tt 
includ s special features such as logical file names, background housekeeping of predicates/file 
relationships, and much more. Most applications will port directly from QP to WIN-PROLOO, 
as the file management support isolates user programs from the intricacies of the host operating 
system. 
Powerful Input and Output Features 
WlN-PROLOG's has a great ability in its powerful collection of input and output subsystems. As 
w II as the standard see/I, tell/I, read/1 and write/I style predicates, support is given for 
formatted 1/0, binary 1/0, and the manipulation of a number of special I/O streams, including 
device and string streams as well as disk files. 
Formatted l/O primitives provide complete control of the output of atom , tring numbers and 
other items. Fixed field di play, with left or right ju tificati n, o Li nal truncation, and free field 
fonnats are all supported. Number can b output in fixed p int, igned run igned ime ,er, and 
even non-d cimal base formats (anything from base 2 (binary), throu ih a c l (hexad cirnal) 
right up to base 36). 
Matching formatted input allow tructurcd records to b r ad in ' ith automatic t pe he kin . 
r r a in datu in tat ul 1r form 1 , th 
lI fil fr m other applications. 
As well as the bvi u a Ii ati n 
formatted I/ predicates make it easy t build intcrfa c 
The Operating ystem Interfa 
WIN-PR L G has a hu c library of operating system interface functions, providing for disk file 
and directory management, pr gram ecution, the reading of environment variable strings, and 








and you can test and modify file attnbutes and timestamps. File directories can be read accord.if}! .... 
to file name and attribute matching, or returning information about each file's size, time and da @. 
For specialist time and date applications, a built in predicate allows you to compute absolute oo~ 











In this section, the author decid s on whether to use Visual Prolog or WIN-PROL(X} as th@ 
development tool. he author ha concluded, after an analysis on both languages, that Vi, ual 
Prolog has better prospects than WlN-PROLOG. These are the reasons: 
• Visual Prolog has an Application xpert that creates all the necessary files for a project. 
1t also automatically ts up all the basic tools like a help file, toolbars and menus when a 
new project i generat d. 
• Visual Prolog has a Code xpert that creates and maintains the Prolog control cod for 
the resource . Th functi n f th od xpert is to r duce the de eloper w rkload 
allowing the developer to er ate a new application in only a few minutes and 
incrementally enhance thi fr m a pr tot p t the final application. 
• It has a language s nsitive text-editor. The urce c d edit r c m with l ur ding 
of keyword and oth r language lement . hi mak 
between names, parameter , c rnrnen and on. 
• Possesses a p werful m chani rn for handlin err r ituati n . 
• Ha a dcbugg r with the ability t ct reak in u ih 
variable values and on the c nt nt of th a 
• Visual Prolog has a \ ry f t, p crful, and 
a uitable ch ic f r databa p Ii ti n •. 
• It happens to be a pow rful platf rm r uilding li znt- 
• It also ha portabl in in that nll ' it t link 
diff r ntiat 












Based on the findings and having done the analysis, the author has a better idea of '''ha·t i§ 
expected of hi y tern. The three systems that were reviev ·ed have given the author a b@·ft@f 
. understanding of what rule-based expert systems are. As for the development tool, the author h~ 






















In this chapter the s stem development methodology is discussed in detail. Besides th ··, ~ 
compr hensiv tud 1 on rule-ba ed reasoning and its concepts and functions will be carried ~yt. 
3.1 System Development Methodology 
The development of a system requires a suitable development methodology. A methodology 
consists of several processes: requirements analysis, system design, module design, coding, unit 
testing, integration testing and ystem testing. The implementation of this methodology is 
importanr in ensuring a successful development process. The system development methodology 
in Figure 3.0 describes the a iati n expert sy tern s d velopm nt process. 
The methodology u ed i a combination of the waterfall model and the incremental prototyping 
model [9). The waterfall m del pr ent a high-level iev of what \ ill zo n during the 
development of the y tern and th equence of e ent that are to be enc untered. A stem 
evolve, the pro lcm th t plagu th m c me mpr hen i. l and the alt mati me 
or avoid these problems are e aluatcd. Ther f re, the devel p r w uld ha e to ack track t the 
Pr . ev, u phase t mak cnhan cmcnt . .ntire \ aterfall m \ i n t 
fe ib · as: le, as rt w uld require an ampl am unt f time and ff rt. 
The main drawback f th , at rfall m \ i that it fail r • lty 
dev loped. The auth r ha de id t m del into the 
development meth d 1 hi , i a antag of the 
water[: II mod I. The increm ntal r to m case, is a more efficient and flexible 
way t dcvel p the tern. lt n the auth rt as ess alternative system designs and coding 
strategic and decide whi h , uld b b st suit d for the development of the system. Revisions 
can be m idc at curl ta e .• r th r than at the end of the development cycle, which would require 
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3.2.1 What are Rules? 
Rule is a knowledge structure that r< lates some known information to other information that ~ 
be concluded or inferred to be known [3]. Rules are the most common knowledge structure used 
111 expert systems. Rules provide additional knowledge that allows an expert S) stem to work 
intelligently with u er-supplied fact to olv a given problem. 
A rule is a form of procedural knowledge, which a iat gi en informati n t me action [3]. 
The action may be an assertion of new information or a pr edur to perform. The rule 
structure logically connects one or more antecedents al called remise ) c ntained in the IF 
part, to one r more c n equ nt (al 
example: 
all d ntain r 
The movie' direct r 1 am Rairni 
TH N l lik th m vi 
For thi example, if a given m 
movie. 
dire tcd am Raimi th n lh rul in!' that I Ii], th' 
Rule can al o ha e mult:ipl premi om v ith AN stat im nt · n Lill li n • 
statements (di juncti n ), r a m in ti n f 
or a com ination j in ·d \! ith n AN . Th 
inferred t be TR r 
general rule tructure: 
n nn ntuin u. in '1 • rue m nt 
m n wru hi. 
1 f 11 win 
II· <la • time 1 aft r 1 m 
AN da is ' eekd 1 
AN! is still al h m 
R ail ugle called and said that he is late for work 
Tl II ~N I ·t 1 is lat · 










ln a rule-based expert system domain knowledge is captured in a set of rules and entered in · · - @ 
system's knowledg ba e. These rules are used with information in the working memo·~ ·tGJ 
solve a problem. When the IF part of the rule matches the information in the working me '· 
the rul "fire , , cau ing the N tat ments to b added to the working memory. This ~ · · @ 
the ystem top rform the action specified in the THEN part of the rule. The new statements tb@;t 
are added t th working m mory can also start a chain reaction causing other rules to fire. The 
processing of rules in a rule-bas d expert syst m is managed by the inference engine. 
3.2.2 E. ecuting a Procedure 
Rules can also perform operations like simpl calculations as shown in the example be! 
IF The area of the qua re i needed 
T N A A= N Tl r-w T 
This rule \ culd fire v h n the information h pr mi i a , d to the v rkin m mo 
re ulting in th mpl x 
operation by de i ~ning it t a c c eternal pr irarn u h a · d r pr ca heet •. 
3.2.3 Types of Rul~ 
Rules repre ent variou f rm 
• R lationship 
he alt i d 
Tl u .. N The car will n l rk 
• R omm cndation 
IF ill n t v rk 










1F The car will not tart 
AND The fu l y tern is ok 
T N h k ut the l ctrical tern 
• Strategy 
lF Th car will not tart 
THEN First check out the fuel ystem then check out the electrical s stem 
• Heuristic 
IF The car will not start 
AN The car is a l 57 Ford 
TH N heck then at 
3·2·4 Variables Rules 
In some applications, wh re the me 
Writing a single rul f r ach bjc t make th 
the rule that c nclud • whcth 
lF ruce Wayne i 
AN rue Wayne age 1 grea r than 
nn r ti : 
rucc W. n an retir 
The rule ch ck if ru Wa v r the ge 
or ea h individual is an inefficient 
, ban s must be made to every single rule. 
th' 
Process. · urtherm re i 
ing varia lcs th rul 
' 
11 \. 
I· 'X is EMPL Y , 
AND 









This rules scans the working memory looking for matches to the two premises. If matches are 
found then the rule concludes that the person can retire. These are called pattern-matching rules. 
They offer an efficient way to process information, which eases system coding and maintenance. 
3.2.5 Uncertain Rules 
One of the characteristics of an expert system is that it permits inexact reasoning. The domain 
expert will often provide a rule that establishes an inexact association between the premise and 
conclusion: 
TF The grossing is high 
THEN Almost certainly there will be a sequel 
The domain expert believes that if the gro sing is high, almost certainly there will b a sequel. 
Certainty factors (CF) are used to capture the confidence f the expert. ertainty factor is a 
numeric value a igned to a tatemcnt that r present th degree of b lief in the tat ment ['"' J. 
Using certainty factors, the rule would be a foll w : 
IF The gr ing i high 
N There will be a equcl ,- .8 
3.2.6 Meta-Rules 
Usually, the expert's knowledge i a solution t a probl .m. 
knowledge that direct th pr 1 m 1 in .pr 
111 .xpcrt u · · · 
b t \ it 
solve a problem using the cxi ting d m in kn 
knowledge. Mcta-knowl dgc i d fin 
knowledge [3 J. 
hi t 
ut th u c and ntrol of domain 
Like any other kn wlcdge, m ta- n ' ledg can be represented in rules. Meta-knowledge is 
usually r 'presented in rn eta-rules. ia-rul i a rule that describes how other rules should be 
u ·ed l I. I\ meta-rule de 1 • a trategy n how to use domain-specific rules instead of 










lF The car will not start 
AND The 1 ctrical ystem is operating normally 
THEN Use th rules concerning the fuel system 
3.2. 7 Ruic Sets 
Rules alone are not sufficient for expert reasoning. Strategies are needed to know wben and how 
to apply them. Through experience, an expert forms several sets of rules, each of which apply to 
different types of problems. With rule sets, specific rules are used only when appropriate. This 
eases the system's development and maintenance, allowing developers to focus their attention on 












Reas.oning is the process of working with knowledge, facts, and problem solving strategies to 
draw conclusions [3]. There are a few types of reasoning: 
• Deductive reasoning 
• Inductive reasoning 
• Abductive reasoning 
• Analogical reasoning 
• Common-sense reasoning 
• Non-monotonic reasoning 
3.3.2 Deductive Reasoninz 
Humans use deductive reas ning t deduce new information from logically related known 
infonnation [3]. Deductive r a ning uses probl m fa r a ·1 m and r lated general 
knowledge in the form of rule r irnplicati n . The axi ms are mpared v "th a et r 
implications to conclud new axioms. For examj I·: 
Implication: Twill g t th ticket if I am earl 
Axiom: lam early 
Conclusion: l will get the ticket 
Deductive reasoning logical! 
technique. The modus pone rul 
If Ai true and if A irnpli 
plea in an 1. a ry omrnon human problem- lving 
f inti ren i th ba ic D rm of deductive reasoning: 
B i tru th n B i true. 
3.3.3 Inductive Rea oning 
I lumans use inductive rcas ning to arrive at a general conclusion from a limited set of facts by 










Premise: The movie grossed a lot of money in America 
Premise: The movie grossed a lot of money in Asia 
Conclusion: In general, the movie grossed a lot of money everywhere 
In inductive reasoning, a generalization, which applies to all cases, are formed from th€ 
knowledge that applies to a limited number of cases. The induction process is descnbed as: 
For a set of objects, X={a, b, c, d ... }, If property Pis true for a, and if Pis true for b, and 
if Pis true for c ... then Pis true for all X. 
3.3.4 Abductive Reasoninz 
Abduction is a form of deduction that allows for plausible inference. This means that the 
conclusion may follow from the available information, but it might be wrong. For example: 
Lmplication: Clothe are dry if the sun is shining 
Axiom: lothe are dry 
Conclusion: Is the sun shining? 
The inference is said to be plausible bccau e the lothe c uld be dry ecau c of ther re ns 
such as a strong wind. The abduction proce s is de cribed as: 
If Bi true and if A irnpli s B is true, then A is true'? 
3.3.S Analogical Reasonin 
Through experience , humans f rm a mental m de f me on cpt t help them understand a 
situation or object. Thi i d n thr ugh anal gi al r a ning, A comparison is done between the 
model and situation or object, to find similariti s or differences to guide their reasoning. 
onsider the oil wing frame t 
N Frame 
Special izati n-of: ANIMALS 
Number-or-leg · 4 










Lives: Africa and India 
Colour: ta\VTI\" 
In this ase the frame is the mental model, which helps to understand a situation or object. If it 
was said that a tiger is like a lion, it is then assumed that they share many features. Tse 
differences between the mental model and the situation or object help enhance the understanding 
of the situation or object. 
3.3.6 Common-Sense Reasoning 
Common sense reasoning relies more on good judgments than on exact logic [3]. For example, 
the consider the statement: 
A loose fan belt usually causes strange noises 
A mechanic might have formed thi common ense knowledge from hi expenen ' ith 
working on many automobile . This type of knowledge is referred to as heuristic - rule of 
thumb. When heuri tics arc u ed t guide the pro lcm lving in an e pert ailed 
heuristic search or best-first earch. This type of carch l oks f r olution in the m _ like! · 
places. 1t doesn't provide a guarant c that a oluti n will be f und in the dir cti n tak n nly 
that it s a reasonable one. H uri tic earches u uatl pr ide fa ter solution , be iau e the path 
taken skips unnecessary steps. 
3.3.7 Non-Monotonic Rea onin 
Monotonic reasoning i where pr bl m 1 I cd u ing information that i static during the 
problem-solving period. Jn om pr blern the tat of facts can change. Adjusting dependent 
information according to th c chang i known as non-monotonic reasoning. An expert system 
can perform non-monotonic rea oning if it has a truth maintenance system. A truth maintenance 
system keeps track or what cau ·d a fact to be asserted. If the cause is removed, then the fact is 












lnference is the pr c 
Expert sy tern rn de! the reasoning pr ces of humans using a t chnique called inference. 
information. The inferenc proces i performed u ing the inference engine. 
u ed in an expert s stem to deri e nev information from known 
3.4.2 Modus Ponens 
Modus Ponens is a rule of I gic that asserts that if we nov A is true and that A implie 
true, then we can a ume that B i true [3]. 
lF A is true 
AN /\. tru 
Tl J .. N i true 
Moctu Ponen w rk with 1 m truth tat m ent 
an axiom of the f rm 
inferr d t b true. h a ti m 
I. 
2. 2 
- and ther i an th r 
in r n w fa l . · r ', ampl '. 1 l th •r i 
f th • f rm 
an b mpil d int a Ii t wh n.: eiom r II ' · r m l an - 
3. 2 
Modus Poncn · Iorrn a nc fl rti n fr m v rkin ' 'th a t of implications rule 










Modus Ponens forms a series of logical assertions from ' orking with a set of initial data, where 
it is important to learn as much as po. sible form a ailabl inf rmati n. But in ome application 
We need to gather specific information to prove some goal. This type of inference is the basis of 
resolution, which is the basic algorithm us d in Prolog, Re elution is d fin d as an inference 
Strategy used in logical systems to determine the truth of an a sertion (3]. 
The resolution method attempts to prove that a goal, expres d as proposition Pi TRUE, given a 
set of axioms about the problem. Thi method actually attempt to pr v that -P cannot b 
TRUE, and involves the producing of new resolvent fr m the uni n of e ·i ting axiom and th 
negated goal. For example: 
There exist two axioms: Av B (A is true or Bis true) 
- v (Bis not true or is true) 
The resolution method form the re olv nt of these tw a 1 m b joining th m with a I g1 al 
AND· 
(AvB)A(- v )=Av 
Thjs result is obtained through I gical additi n: 
AvB 
-B v 
giving Av since and - cancel 
These resolvents ar added to the Ii t f axi m · and new r 












The solution process for most problems begins by collecting information about the problem. The 
information collected is then reasoned with, to infer logical conclusions. This tyl of reasoning 
called forward-chaining, is modeled in an expert sy tern using a data-dri en earch. 
Forward-chaining is defined as an inference trat gy that begin with a t of known facts 
derives new facts using rule whose premises match the known f cts, and continu thi process 
until a goal state is reached or until no further rules have premises that match the known or 
derived facts [3]. 
These are steps of a simple application of forward-chaining in a rule-ba ed expert tern: 
1. The system obtains problem information from the u er and pla it in the w rking 
memory. 
2. The inference engine scans the rules looking for one whose premi match the c nt nt 
in the working memory. 
3. If a rule is found, the system add this rule' conclu ion to the ' rking m m ry firing 
the rule) and theri cycle and check the rules again 1 eking ii r n ' mat he . 
4. On the new cycle, previously fired rules arc ignored. 










3.6 Rule-Based Systems 
3.6.1 lntroduction 
A rule-based expert system is a computer program that proc es problem- p cific information 
contained in the working m rnory with a set of rule contain d in th k 1 ' ledge base, using an 







Inferenc ngme Fa t 
Figure 3.1 Rule- ed Model 
model a human's long-term rncrn ry a a l f rule 
model a human'. short-term memory and ntain pr bl m fa 
entered and inferred by the firing of the rul 
models human reasoning by combining pr blem fac c ntain in the 
th 
working memory with rules contained in the knowledge 
information 
t m r 
3·6·2 Rule-Based ystern rchitecturc 
l'he Uuee components menti ncd earlier urc the most important parts f u rul • rpcrt 
sy stem but there ar thcr su • stems th t can c found in any r al 









Developer interface: the vehicle through which the knowledge engineer de elops the system 
Explanation facility: the subsystem responsible for providing explanations on the reasoning of 
the system 
External programs: programs such as databases, spreadshe ts algorithm tc that \ ork in a 













Figur .2 Rule- a ed 
Kn wl dge 
engine r 











3.6.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Rule-Based Systems 
3.6.3.1 Advantages 
• It can capture natural human problem- olving knowledge. 
• Its separation of control from its knowledg tern modification and maim nance. 
• Its separation of control from its knowledge allow the sy tem t be expand d easil 
• The intelligence of the system grow as th number of rut mer as . 
• The system uses only rules that arc relevant to a problem. 
• The system can explain its reasoning by obtaining a trace of the rul s fired 1 acting to th 
information. 
• It makes sure that the same situations do not lead to different actions through consist ncy 
checking. 
• It utilizes heuristics or rules-of-thumb. 
• It utilize uncertain knowledge. 
• It can incorp rate the u e of variable , ' hich gr atly enhances th effi ten f the 
y tem. 
3·6·3.2 Disadvantages 
The dependence people place on ca e pose a pr I m to tho c wh treat human 
being · Pnmarily rule-ba ed. Rule-based expert y tern ar a d n the n ti n that 
knowledge consists of a collection of rules. Theref re, wh n faced with a problem wht h 
the rules, they are unable to cope. They fail bccau c they re n t gr und d in a 
Unable to fall back n the details of their ex erience find a imilar ces 
they are unable to u e imilariti s between t u h pr lems and pr i 
th . 













3. 7 The flex Toolkit 
In this ection we take a look at one of the many expert system toolkits available .ifl .t;be ~ark@t. 
The flex exp rt system toolkit is an expressive and flexible Al toolkit, available en a wide rar g~ 
of hardware ands ftware platforms. It provides a comprehensive and versatile set ef .fasUi.ties teF 
programmers to construct sophisticated, readable and portable expert systems [10]. 
A Hybrid Expert System Shell 
The flex toolkit is an expressi e and powerful experts stem toolkit, which supports frame-based 
reasoning with inh ritance, rule-ba ed programming and data-driven pr c dur s fully int grat d 
Within a logic programming environment. To make the e c nstructs accessible in an intuitive 
way, flex contain it wn dedicated ngli h-like Kn ' ledge pecificati n Languag 
A Dynamic Toolkit 
The flex t lkit goe bey nd m l experts tern hell in that it employ an open a hit tur 
and allow. you t ac c 
Becau c o thi fl x i ften re erred t a • 
r fa ti ns. 
result in a functional! r ri h nd 'r atilc 
developer can fine tun and enhan e th built-in 
requir m nt . 
nmcnt \\ h ·1 • 
ha i rm • huni m · t suit th ·i wu " 
l'he Ocx t lki; appc I t an us 'r up 
deliver r dable and m int ina 
to in 
based r du t an Pr 1 
wb w nt t 
vb ' nt 
mm 
' ant access to a high-le el language- 









The flex Toolkit Structures 
The main tructure in Ile ' ar fram and instances with slots for organizing objects, default ru::t0 
current valu s f r st ring data d mon and constraints for adding functionality to slot values, 
rule and relation fore .pre ing knowledge and expertise, functions and actions for defining 
imperative pr ce s, and que tions and answers for end-user interaction. 
Knowledge pecification Langua e 
Th flex toolkit ha its own expres ive nglish-like Knowledge pecification Languag (KSL) 
for defining rule , frames and pr cedures. The K L enable de el p r t write impl and 
concise statement a ut the e pert' w rld and pr duce virtually elf-d cumenting kn wl dge 
base , which can e under t d and maintained b n n-pr rammers. The K u rt 
mathematical, clean and nditi nal expr and un ti n al ng \ ith set a 
Furtherm r , the K i e rtendabic thr ughs n nym an template . su p rting 
and gl bal variable in rul . , Ile, a rule dupli uti n and iqiur '. fi'\\ ' rul · 






















Thi chapter di u e th system analysis and design, which includes a study on the funetieaal 
and non-functional requirements as w 11 as software and hardv are requirements for developing 
the pr po ed y tern and the system design. 
4.1 Requirements Analysis 
Requirements analysis is th pr of acquiring the needs of a sy t m based on the user' 
preference . The purpo e of thi process is to de elop an und rstanding f the r bl rn d main 
and the specification of the sy tern [9]. Thi pr ce can di ided int tw pa . \\ hich are 
functional requirement and non-functional requirement . Functi nal r quirem nt r f r t th 
interaction etween th y t m and i envir nmcnt what the y t m v ill d 11,;m 
should b have. In ther w rd it utline the tern fl \ , \ hi h e plain h ' the . 
interact with the u r. N n-functi nal r uir m int n the lh r hand d in mt 
the system, such as r bu lnc , r lia ilit , m dularit , r- i ndlin 
4.1.1 Functional R quir m n 
Functional requiremen are an intera ti n tv in th s :t m uni 11: in 
Functi nal requir ment gi e n utlinc n h \ th ' h u ill u 
nt I l l \ 
H ·th 
the system runs r m rccn t 
system Il w ma n 
Por exam le, the u er h t 
pr ce d l thi 
identified f uncti nal r qui rem n 
• Read Input Fr m r 
• M 11 h ln] ut With Rul s 
• I ·c HlHl1 ind >lut1 n -.. 
Ith u b th de n 
r th 
ba d n tb r quir ment . 
ptions on one screen in order to 
em' ill prompt the user to do so. These are 










4.1.t.1 Read Input From User 
When the us r log in to th ystem, there will be several options displayed for the user to ch , se 
from. The user ha to make a election in order to proceed to the next screen. The choices mar;!~ 
by the user are information that will be placed in the working memory. In the aviation expert 
system, the user will fir t be asked to choose the type of failure, whether it is a single or multiple 
failure. Then xt screen will prompt the user to choose which system is giving trouble. If it is a 
multiple failure iruation the u er will have to choose all the systems in olved. Finally the us r 
Will have to choose th alert me ages displayed. 
4.I.I.2 Match Input With Rules 
The information pr vid d by the u er would bee aluated using rule- as rea run t hni ue . 
Thi e aluati n i p rformed b the inferen e engine," hich ' 111 can the rule in th kn ' le e 
base looking for ne who prcrru e matche the inf rmati n in the w r in m rn ..1· IC a rut' 
is found, the y t rn dd thi rul · n lu sion t th · ' r 111 m ·mo an th in nd 
check the rule again looking r n w mat he . hi 
found. 
re al· until n mat h ·· arc 
4.1.J.3 Recommend olution( ) 
Once the matching pr c h m a halt, all th· 
display d. Jn m a e , th r ma nl 
will 
luti n t b di pl d. In th iati n 
unt r mea ur that must be taken to expert y tern, the di 
Overc me th pr l m( at h nd. 
4.J.1.4 yst em Flow 
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Alert M a e( )? 











4.1.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requir ment consist of other factors in the system de elopment that must b~ 
taken into con ideration. Th e requirements are very subjective but they play an important role 






• User riendliness 
4.1.2.1 Robusto 
Robustne refer to a y tern that i ' 11 r und d ith error handlinn nd ali ati n feature 
tror handling i an imp rtant a c t f th t em th t n ur a m th 
Prompt err r mes age when a u er make mi take . ""'IT r han lin > f atu 
display rr r me sages, dir t u r in re tif in i th rr r and iuidc th mu· 
4.1.2.2 Reliability 
A reliable system will beh 
hould n t pr duce any dan 
Y tern manual. P p-up me 
be a , od feutur to in urc th' 
failure during u age. unn 
lest d out to nsur · the · ue hun l • · th hang 
n 'un ti i fi ati n. Th 
" 1, n it L u d in the manner stated in the 
in 11 \ · ng tep-by-step procedures v ould 
. Thi ' u1d a oid any unwanted errors or 
s st m, arious handling patterns should be 










ystcm hould bed eloped using a modular approach to enable the developer to easily make 
enhanccm nt in the futur . If there ' ere change in functionality or scope, modifications can be 
made ca ily. he ability to do this is attained if the program is written in modular. It makes the 
program easier to understand, ' hich in tum makes it easier t amend after a long period of time. 
It al o allows reu ability f certain functions and common procedur s. 
4.1.2.4 onsistency 
Certain phy ical feature uch as screen r window h uld ha e the ame d ign t 
consi tency of th rnmand like it, Main Menu, and Re et w uld e di l 
every creen for con i tenc '. he a aila ility f the e command n re n '' 
users t exit th pr gram r et the opti n made rt tart all er again if ther '' a mi tak 
in entry while u ing the y tern. Thi feature al o indite ti 
for new u er wh ar n t pr ci nt n u ih \ ith the t m. 
im Ii ·it rum 
4.1.2.S User Fri ndlincs 
User interface is an important featur in determinin th u ilit t a s st an h p 
th 1t a 
r ttra ti 
thu t ki ng th ttcnti n v ·a 
r interface has a balance of 
ionalism in its design. 
sy tern will c d si n d with n int r ti u r 
straightforward approach r 
the user int rface t 
from the m re imp rtant 
attractivcn ss and ac \\ hil m int inin pr 
The us · of suira I · i ons and utl n 
'Yst .m ill al o d pl 
' ill make it e sier for users to navigate the system. The 
p u mes age, hich requests confirmation when users 
h· e appr pnate pr mpts and instructions to guide the user 









4.2 Software Requirements 
The e are the list of software that will be used to de elop the system: 
• Window 98/XP 
• Visual Prolog 5.2 
• Microsoft Word 2000 (documentation purposes) 
4.3 Hardware Requirements 
These are the list of hardware requirem nts that will u ed t de 1 p the y tern: 
• Pentium ill-MMX at 450 MHz 
• 512 KB Pipeline u t ach 
• 1 2M RAM 
• 2 
• NY 11 
• Other tandard de kt p P mpon n 
The e are not p cification f minimum har ar r uir nu int 
1S the hardware configurati n f the auth r 
th y tern. 
m ut r ' hi ·h ' 'It l ' u 









4.4 System Design 
c ign i a creati e and it rati e problem-solving process. The goal of this phase is to develop a 
model f th prop d tern ba ed n the t of r quirement d fined in the previous section. lt 
is difficult to determine th best design that may suit the proposed system. However, a good 
de ign h uld ha e the ti llowing charact ristic : 
• a e of und r tanding 
· • f implementati n 
• a e of te ting 
• a e of m dification 
• orrect tran lation f v hat i specified in the requirern nt anal 
The tern architecture de ign o the A iati n xp rt tern i ed n: 
• iterature survey d n xpert terns . 
• Th rnethodol fth 
• u r requirement 
• Th overall bj cti c and 0 c f th 


























Figure 4. t is a tually a basic s st m architecture design of an expert system. However, the 
author will relat the pro ed a iation e 'P rt system to this design. Facts are information that 
are inserted b u e and will be u ed in the reasoning process. In the case of the aviation expert 
system, fact r f rt th priori the user chooses, which ar type of failure (single or multiple), 
sections involved ( y terns on the airplane), and alert messages that are displayed. Tbe current 
database is the temporary storag ar a for the user inputs, which represents the working memory 
of the aviation expert yst m. Th knowledge base contains information that has been pre- 
insertcd by the author in th f rrn of rules. These rules are the information provided by the 
domain expert on the subject matter. The control sy tern is the inti rence engine of the e pert 
system, which carrie out the reasoning proces . It u es the information provided by users and 
rnatche them with the rules in the knowledge base. lf this inti rrnation matche th premis of 
the stored rule , then the infer nee engine place the c nclu ion f the e rule in the w rking 
memory. nee th matching pr ce i over the c nclu i n will e di pla ed. 1 he n lu i n 
are th result depicted in igur 4.1. ln the ca e f the a iati n e rt tern the r u1 are the 
counter measure that mu t taken t er om the pr lcrn at hand. 
4.5 Graphical U er Interface De i n 
pr id th ' m an lb 
ll l . 
pl l int· a ·t \. uh 
th 
The purp se f a graphical 
computers, thu enabling l Iurnan 
Working c tpericuc e ier and m r 
differ nt pe plc ha c di f crcrn 
1'hc interface o the aviari n ' ith th needs and preferences of 
trainee pi! l in min . After mu h n uh ti n ' ith th domain expert, it was agreed that the 
Uls h uld have minimal graphic and pr nt the alert messages and counter measures 
clcu I 










This chapter covered the requir ment analy is and th s tern design. The requirements analysis 
included functional n non-fun ti n I anal i , ' hich branched out to oftware and hardware 
requirements for dcv loping th y tern. The sy tern architecture design of the proposed system 
Was also laid out in thi: chapt r. A pre iou 1 mentioned in hapt r 3, a combination of th 
Waterfall and incremental pr totyping methodology is used to en ure flexibility of future 
enhancements during the coding pha c. Thu , the system d ign in this chapter i the s stem 




















Managing & Creating Images 
• Adobe Photos hop 5. 0 
Adobe Photoshop 5.0 was used for the purpo 
that, it was also essential in converting all JP 
only supports images in this form. 
of creating and manipulating images. Besides 
and GIF images into Bitmaps as Visual Prolog 
5.2 Program Coding 
The phases involved in program coding are described in brief b low. 
Prototype Development 
ln the first phase, the author de igned a simple prototype that used rule-ba ed r nm a 
Problem solving meth dol gy. Thi prot type contained only a few alert m an 
condition for the Un-annunciated Checklist. The utput of thi ty ( unter mca ur 
\Vas text-bas d with n u: er interfa o. 
' 
\Jser Interface Development 
this phase involved the designing of an appropriate interface for the 
With the Application xpert and the ialog Packag exp rt. Vi ual Pr l 
Basic when it comes to designing interfaces. 'I hey th hare the am· int 
characteristic', which utilise the 'drag an drop' feature. Th ref r irnpl 
interface wa developed inn tim . 
\ .. lS n 
m nt 
L· 1nk.ing th· Prototyp i to th· Jnt ·rfn 
Visual Prolog's de I ~x ·rt hcl] s to generate c de' r r le ant c ntr Is along with 










interface, such as push buttons and radio buttons were linked to the prototype with the help of the 
Code Expert. 
Expanding the cope 
Now that the author had a v rking sy tern that wa able to recommend counter measures, it was 
time to expand th scope t the ther al rt me age and condition in th Un-annunciated 
Checklist and from there, further c cpand the sy tern to the other 15 parts and systems of the 
airplane. The parts and sy terns of an airpl ne were rudied thoroughly to build thi e rtremely 
detailed expert system. The ystem would not only provide count r measure to every aJert 
message and condition, but al an cplanation on why certain counter mea ure ar taken. Th 
end result is an expert system that features. more than 650 dialogs and over 50, 000 lines of 
Coding. 
Final Touch Ups 
The la t phase of the y tern implementati n involv d activities carried ut t make the 
u er-friendlier. er en m di 1 ati n uch adding image nd rep iti ning f ntr 
done to ensure an uncomplicated experience when br w ing through the sy tern. 
crucial a. the aviation exp n ystcm i upp e t pr pare train pil t fi r riti itu ti n 
Where lives are at take. Th reforc, after c nsultation with the d main expert, th auth r rul 
out creating window that wer deemed to fancy. 
S.2.1 GUI Implementation 
the UI was de igned ba d n the user requirement· rncnti ned in h pkr 
v· 1 ual Prolog' dra i-and-dr feature made it eas to d i m th us r int r 
this th i . 
expert syst .m consists full r dialo 1••• nlikc mo t appli au n de cl rol th 
aviation p rt s st em docs n t use the Task Wind w, hich i u: uall lication 









system. Therefore, the author chose to develop the aviation expert system solel based on 
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igure 5.0 The Window and Dial g .. it r 
The Window and Dial g ditor comes with two special t lbars that ntain arrri ut1;: f r 
control and layouts. Table 5.0 de cribes the variou typ of ntr ls. 
l'ypes of Controls 
Table 5. Types f ntrols 
Control Description 
Push Button -----..J 
rcheck Box 
A Pu h utton ex cute c de that implement the cri n r 
fun ti n of the butt n 
A "'h k J o j · n two stat' ult n, whi hi u · d t in 1 at a 










r Radio Button Radio Buttons are used in groups to indicate one choice from 
se eral possibilities 
The Vertical Scroll Bar and the Horizontal Scroll Bar are used te 
display and select an approximate value of the parameter 
~ ~ .!J repre nt d by the control 
Static text A ta tic Text control is used for displaying small pieces of text 
that do not change during application execution 









A i t x c ntain as r Ila le li ·t f el .ment f r au er t 
cho e f rm 
A i t utton i u 'd l sclc t nc it irn fr m a · 'l. The Li l 0 x 
ntr I 1 a ~ m inuti n f th' ·dit 
it 11t I is 1 nn inntion it nd LL I 
ntrol but the -1- h fun ti n 1 imilar lo th 
ll \l a li t pr d fined strings t pop up for further 
up Bo is used to indicate visually that the set of controls 










• An Icon control allows you to display in a window or a dialog an Icon defined in the resources. They are smal I bitmaps th · are 
mapped to the pixels of the display 
There are two types of Custom controls - the Extemal Custom 
Controls and the Internal Custom Controls. Custom Centrels ar:€ 
distributed as Dynamic Link Libraries 
Inserting the Controls 
These st p must be followed to insert a contr l into a cLialog. 
• First, click a control from the Controls toolbar. 
• Then, move the cursor to a position in the dialog where y u want the c ntr I placed, 
• lick, and edit the c ntrol attribute . 
5.2.2 Programming 
The functi nality f the aviati n x rt · 
Dialog and Window xpert and the ialo 
using the ct I arc xplain in detail in A indi • ( f thi: th1., i ·. 
usinu [ect ind ' 
r the din that w ~ don 
Project Window 
The Pr [c l Wind v 
Pr log a Ii 
h en a proj t is op n ed. It Ii t ll th m f 
lis t x in th middle f the Pr [c t Windo ~· hov all the 
n nt type buttons on the left. The buttons on the right 
ti th t ols ou need to edit a component. Double-clicking the 
indov and Dialog Editor for that particular component. 
ide I th ·Pr 










I Modules: I 

















Figur 5. l The Project Window 
Dialo and Window Expert 
The ial g and Wind w xpert c nnect Pr log c de t the Jay ut of windov and dialog . It 
insert then ces ary od ne d d t manage' ind ' and dial g r ati n and vent hand I in . 
Edit 
Dialog and Window Expert · ·. · 13 
I 
Delete etau~.lJ ._L _u_pda_te_1_cdd __ e __ l 
Oialo~ or Window el c\ion 
r Dialog ..------------___,, 
r. \tlindowl 1.- ..;;._--~------ z ;:o!.111 
Ince Source Code in. .. 
Modwe 
ode Stjil 
e 0 stro • 





e_ · O$eReQuest 
e EraseBa:ekGmund 
e:Native 




















Generating the liefault Code for a Window 
The Dialog and Window Expert of the selected dialog or window appears \\-l'l€n d~e e@de expert 
button on the right side of the Project Window is pressed. 
The Prolog Module, in which the generated source code is to be placed in, must be selested using 
the list button, which lists all registered modules. Next, the Code Style, v ru~·tci deeermines how 
the dialog or window will be created, must be selected. The Automatic Source Update checkbox 
selects whether or not the Code Expert should automatically update the source code whenever 
the layout cbang s. 
When the abo fields have been selected, the Default Code button will acti ared, If this 
button is grayed, an inappropriate code style might ha e been lected. Pressing e Default 
Code button will cause a global declaration of th predicate d f r creating th window or 
dial g. Thi predicate will e added t the header f the •.pr file f th m dul while the 
creation predicate clau es and the e ent handling c de ' ill e added t the end f 
Default uu n will then chang t the date de utt n. 
file. The 
Th de xpcrt upd tc the ur c 11 IS r 1f ut mati 
source update ha in the ul · i: ' m 11 • 
Dialo Packs p rt 
Th t initializ an rctri · th tlu . r 
numb r r h ndlin an 1li tinu th nt l alu . h 
activated \l h n the ial inl and Wind \ 
, ' ht h in lu 
k p rt i 
, he l th rt contains a list of the available controls. All the 
rri ular ntr l can be viewed by expanding the list by double-clicking 










The various settings for a selected item can be set on the right side of the Dialog Pack Expert. 
For certain controls, several values might be needed to initialize the control. 
Dialog Pac~age Es:p~1t <mydlg> Et 
+ idc_ok ... Setting method -- 
+ idc_cancel !variable ;j 
• -1 
ja.b,c.d~e + idc_push_button Item list 
+ idc_edit 
+ idc_hscroll b 
+ idc_vscroll c 
- idc_listbox 
d 
c r :~ _""4~i#_~::: 
+!nit value Variable litemlist): jusivALs 
+ idc_check_box 
+ 1dct_static_text 
+ idc_listedit I . + idc_listbutton OK Cancel Help ... 










NO\ that the impl m ntation phase of the aviation expert system has 00¬ a €0m,~1l€-teQ, i-t has to 
be redefined and rified through testing. The three types of testing that were carried out \\i:i.tl be 


























te ting phas s are unit testing, integration testing and system t€s·ti, g. ~€ f)Fimary 
of thi pha is to examine the system for errors and rectify th~m. Since th€ a ·ati.on 
t m det rmin s the safety of passengers on board an aeroplane, it is i·JtltID· .. , <t tA.at the 
fr of error , as the slightest inaccuracy could pro e to be fatal. 
6.1 Unit Testing 
Unit te ting wa performed thr ughout the de elopment of the aviation e 'pert system. Unit 
te ting can e divided int thr tages. irst, the author examined the code t look for algorithm, 
data, and yntax err r . h code ' as c mpared with the pecificati n and the stem design to 
ensure all a f the pr ed tern' ere c v red. Ne t the author ornpil d the de and 
eliminated all r maining ntax error . inally te t run were d ne to make ur that an input 
Produc d the d ired utput. 
6.1.l Main Menu 
The 'Main M nu ha three pu h utt n s: 'Enter · ·it' and '/\ 




a 'C : 
R suit: 
l: • nter 
• ·ailur 1.;at ' 
Ab ut 











The 'Failure sere n has a set of two radio buttons and thre push buttons. f'R~ set ef radio 
buttons prompts the user to choose between 'Single and 'Multiple' fai1ur,e and tp€ ·gfl1@r~ 
button pr ceeds to the pertaining screen. The other buttons are the ~, and I:iel1p' burrcns. 
The ystem 
button pr m ts th u 











'Sy terns' screen is created 
'Multiple' 
T t screen is created 
t Main Menu 
Help 
Help rcen fi r the ailure er' n 1 reatcd 
t f I ,\ lio butt n · an thr • I u h bull I\\ 1 h · t 
\ • 'st m: und th • ·I nt ' utt th 
r. 1 





Th · n f r ' n-annun iated Checklist' is created 










Case 3: Help 
Result: Help screen for the Systems' screen is created 
6.1.4 tern 
The tern er en ha a set of radio buttons and four push buttons. Th€ set ef radio '\§lij,ttOnJi 
prompt the u er to choose one of the many alert messages displayed and the ~nl€f' button 
proce d t th p rtaining scr en. Th 'ABORTED ENGINE ST ART' messag€ of the 'Un- 
annunciat d Checkli t' is cited below as an examp1 . The other buttons are the'~' and 'Help' 
and xit' button . 
Case 1: 
Re ult: 
'A R N IN TAR ' 
The ondition' creen fi r A RT NGIN ST ART' message is created 
Ca 2: 
Result: y tern r c de t th ' tern creen 
Ca e : Help 
Result: 'l lclp' r the' stem' 
Ca e 4: ' .. 'it 
Result: y tern t rmin l 
6. 1.5 nd ition 
he' nditi n 
pr rn t th 
pr ccd I th 
utt u an thr c pu h button . et o radio buttons 
rt mm 
th man ondition encountered and the ·Emer button 
n. Tb 'Plane i on the ground' condition of the 'ABORTED 
AR al nm sag is it d below as an example. The other buttons are tbe t+-' and 
















Plane is on the ground' 
The Counter Measures' screen for 'Plane is on the ground' condition is created 
S tern recedes to the 'S stem' screen 
'Help 
'Help' creen for the Condition' screen is created 
6.1.6 Counter Measure 
The 'Counter ·Mea urc ' sere n ha f ur or fi e push button : #', ' xit' 'Main Menu', <(- 
'Help'. be e buttons were te ted t e if the de ired output was produced. 
Result: 
Ca e I: fl' 
The 'Rea n recn f r a particular c unter mea ure i created 






a. c : 
Re. ult: 
it, 
'Main M nu' 
t m r iturn t th • a111 mu 
d l th n s en 
'11 Ip 











The R a on' creen has only one push button, which is the 'OK' button. This buaea 
to se if the d sired output ' as produced. 
a e 1: 
Re ult: 
K 
The Reason screen terminates 
6.1.8 Meaning 
Sometim , th yst m' scr en does not proceed to the 'Condition' screen to prompt the user 
for the conditi n enc untered for th alert me sage el cted. This is because th alert messages 
display d b th se syst ms are solely for information purposes and do not require counter 
mea ure . he 'Meaning' reen ha nl ne push butt n which i th K butt n. Thi button 
was t ted t e if the d ired output was r duced. The AT ATA lNK T messag f 
the' mmunicati n ' s tern i cit d bel w a an example. 
a e 1: 
R ult: TI1 'M nin 





le l d l 
ur pu h urt n : · ~ t l , " t 2 , ', and H lp'. Tb buttons ere 
a e 1: 
Result· 















6.1.10 Test X 
Test 2' 
The Test 2' screen is created 
stem recedes to the 'Failure' screen 
Help' 
I el ' scr en for the Test screen is created 
The e t X' crcen ha three four buttons: ' olution ', 
were t ted to ee if the desired output wa produced. 
Ca e I: 
R sult: 
, 'H lp' and ut'. Th buttons 
olution 
he oluti n er n 1 r at d 
a e 2: <-' 
Result: 




'I I Ip 
II lp r n f r th 'T' t n 1, 'r iut id 
F it 
min t 
6.I.t I olutions 
Thc ' luti n 
tl! ted t 
re n h nl one push button, which is the 'OK' button. This button was 










Case 1: OK 
Result: The Solutions' screen terminates 
6.2 Integration Testing 
Integration te ting involves the testing of integrated modules or subsystems that 'ha e ~n 
inc rp rated into the system. The aviation expert system has two main modules, S·inglg Failure 
and Multiple Failur s. These two modules were integrated into one system and tests were done to 
see if they met the systems requirement and functions. The results showed that a successful 
integration of both modules had been achieved. 
6.3 System Testing 
Syst m te ting for the aviation expert y tern was done through ut the system de elopment lif 
cycl . The primary purp e ti r ystem te ting i to en ure that the sy tern requirernen are met 
and the pr gram function tated in the re uiremen analy i . e ide err r dcte ti n, th r 
asp ct uch a functionality te ting al r quir a fair har f attenti n. 
y tern tc ting an c di ided int c eral thcr t tin ' ph uch · fun ti n t tin 
p rforrnance te tin ac ptan t tin' in tallati n t stinn and ad iti nn! t tin . 
6.3. l Functional T tin 
·uncti nal t tin 
Thi tc tin 
expert 
m stru t u an l r un ti n ti th m. 
ation a rua! rf ran with it r uir m nt . T th 
m nt is: 
unt rm ur that must be taken when an alert message is displayed • mm nm 










6.3.2 Performance Testing 
Wh n th tern performs the functions that meet the requirements, te$ng en the non- 
functional requir ments are needed. During this stage, only volume testing is eecessm:y. :V01llme 
te ting addre th handling of large amounts of data in the system. B~US¬  e' the ti;,€m©e.dous 
data in l ed in the aviation expert sy tern, this test failed when more and mere s~ste,ms H~e'HOO 
compl ti n. A code array too mall error message was encountered. 
Th author manag d t succe full debug the error by doing res arch on the size of the code 
arra and rectifi d th probl m by enlarging the default code size. 
6.3.3 Acceptance T tin 
When fun tionality and p rf rmanc te ting ha 
met all re uirem nt ifie during the initial tage 
Acceptan c tc ting rs th n d ne t btain the u er 
fun ti nali . 
mpleted the stem is as um d t hav 
f the ftware de el pment l if c cl . 
appr al f the tern erall 
6.3.4 In tallation T ting 
1 tallati n t sting i ha · ·, ' hi h is urnc cul n · · th' u · 
functi nality r the h aviati n ·: 
user to in tall it n a pc nal 
ari u lat rm nd un ti 
51 12 P an 
t it fun ti n lity. 
n f un t \ k nth 
.. 5 dditional ting 
S rn • t • hruque u r t m t ting are informal and are practised only by ery experienced 










application. Incremental coding is a method whereby a small portion of the module is written and 
tested with simple data. Thereafter this portion is modified as necessary and the setl~ is widened 
to suit the requirem nts of the user. This is a repetitive process that eeeurs thFeug:Beut the 











Th a iation e .pert ystem has been tested and found to have met the rnqilli,~ments cf d~e user. 
Vari u t t pha e w re carried out to ensure functional and uon-functieeat i;~pµ:~m@nts were 





















7 .0 Introduction 
Th a iati n xpert system was proposed to be a stand-alone application aewelewci fk>F tminee 
pil t t b u d in simulation cockpits. The system is able to advise trainee pifots oa G0·ID'tt~T 
m ur t take if there is an alert message(s) on the EICAS screen in th€ simuiatioa eaekpit 
and t gi e them faster access to the checklist. 
F ur f the l 6 systems are included in the application only for knowledge purposes. They are 
Automatic Flight; Communications· Flight Instruments, Displays; and Warning S stems. The 
a iation pert system uses rule-based reasoning as its problem solving method 
Theref re, the trength , limitation , pr bl m and lution of the 
based on the above scope. 
tern will be aluat d 
7 .1 System Strengths 
s r • ricndlin 
The a iation 
int rfa c that i 
re luti n and 
the 'Bel ' and' 
help r 
tern \\ 
imilar t m \ · a1 li uti us in th· m r 
ntr l butt n maintain the di, iplin 
r und 
e, run u ns lik 
ll . l 
The a i ti 
ab ut 
l m mpl t m tran parency, whereby users need not knov much 
th pr bl m ol ing methodology used to produce the advice. The 
user nl ' rk ith th 
butt ns 











A complete and well-defined documentation that cov rs every aspect from th ~la.r;m,ing stages to 
the development phas is pro ided. In order to facilitate maintenance and futu:r.e enhanc-¬ m@nts, 
Visual Prolog has specially generated documentation that allows other prn~er-S re 'l~te 
and modify the r le ant claus with ease. In addition, a user manual is pm¥1Gi€(1 te ssist flew 
users in using the system. 
Reliability 
The aviation expert sy t m is r liabl . lt beha e and functions just as stated in the systems 
pecification. Th s stem will not pr duce any danger us or c tl failur if it is used in the 
manner as stated in the syst ms manual. 
Modulnrity 
M dularity refer to feature in the 
modular appr ach. The a i ti n e · rt 
tern de i in ' here the 1 tern i de I ped ing a 
e 'a ·ii cnhun ·d in th· future: rnearnn 1 
change in un ti nalit or · pc ian b mad· v ith ut iff thi m 
from th pr gr m, ' hi h "·11 ' iu n in m ular. ~I hi, al all ' · r ·u a ilit f 111 
functi ns and omrn n pr 1;; ur 
on i tency 
crtain ph 
f the 
h \ imil r 1 t 
st m th t e, hibit nali m. 
n e ery main screen to enable the user to request 
his also indirectly enhances the simplicity of the 












The aviation 'pert yst m works on most Windows platforms (Win 95/98/21Jel6fMTn6>). H can 
be run on an one of these machines directly from its executable file. Vis. al Rrok>g €lees not 
need to b installed on a computer for the aviation expert system to funetiss. AH J>O na~e to do 
is cop the .e fold r g nerated by Visual Prolog to a computer and da .. 1bile-Gh€k en the 
A iation xpert ystem executable file inside the 'Exe' folder. 
7 .2 System Limitations 
upports Only Bitmap 
Visual Prolog only supports bitmap image . Therefore all image had to b onverted int 
bitmaps which' a d n using Adob Phot h p. 
imited er Intcrfac omp n nts 
h u r intcrfa c ' a de igncd u inn th A Ji ati n sxp and the inl , Pa k 
which utili th dra and dr p' feature, • that 
nf rtun t l , unlike th ct I th int 
a. ct of stan ar ntr I m kin it im ra ti al t r iat um d .ru un uttru u ' intc a 
7.3 Future Enhan m nt 
nlar urr nt 
n ~ m lu in the Multiple Failures ction to better prepare the trainee 










7.4 Problems and Solutions 
Thi cti n di cu 
o ercom th m. 
in bri f, the problems faced b the author and the mea uses uHki@~@n to 
Unfamiliarity \:Vith Development Tool 
Although the author had completed a course in Prolog (WAES2201), it v as still an uphill task to 
ma ter Vi ual Pr log 5.2, a the cours undertaken was more theoretical than practical. The 
author used Visual Prolog manuals and the Internet as resources to study this tool. Besides that, 
the author als acquired help from associates \ h wer profici nt with the languag . 
Inability To Link interface With oding 
The Vi ual Pro I g manual nly ntaine detail f the functi n and et f de that c uld 
u ed to btain certain rele ant feature . The limited e ·am le ere hard t om reh nd. 
urtherm re, it nly e rplain d \ h t ul tain th Ie ture and n t h \\. hi 
pr blem wa vcr m b umn h lp r \ ire pr 1 icnt \ 'th th langua ie 
and ting n the is us i n I· rum. 
Inability To Insert I magcs 
he Visual Pr I g manual 
in rt iman 
th t W 'I' 11 
tc thi 
k on how to i rtn 
imag int a di l 
od rra Too mall 
h • d ·fault l y Visual Prolog was too small for the ever-growing lines of code. 








solution that was able to rectify the probiern. The solution involved the modifying of codes in the 
VPI Tool .pro file, which would resize the code array to 64,000 compared to the d@f§u\t size of 
5,000. 
ifd fplatform_l6bit 
c de= 5000 
el d f 










7 .5 Conclusion 
Th a iati n x rt stem has managed to achieve its objectives and overeeme GGnS·tFi!in that 




















Thi i th final hapter of this book. It concludes the whole final year ·prnj€et wi .!. a general 
rview of th a iation expert s_ stern and the knowledge and experieneg gatnea B~' the a!lilior 
thr ugh ut th d loprn nt of this system. 
8.1 General Overview 
h e en chapters in thi book sum up the oftware de elopment life cycle of the aviation 
exp rt _ tern. ha ter one i an introduction to the ystern that co ers the objective scope. 
rnoti ati n and proj ct mile' t ne. Th ti llowing chapter i the literature review conducted for 
th a iati n expert st rn. lt include r earch n .. 'P rt tern and a · ation, and a stud of a 
s tern that has irnilar characteri tic t the a iati n e p rt ystern. 
undertaken t d el the a iati n 
· ning nd rule- 
tern. It 
urth 
uirem nt and 
r interface. h 
alunu n. 
du 111} 










8.2 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
Thr ugh ut the undertaking of this final year project, the author has gained i:mme.r:ise ~ , ;\Vl€dge 
and e · ri n e ' hich is summarized in the following section. 
8.2.1 Knowledge Gained 
The author i certainly more knowl dgeable about aviation than he ever was. The author is able 
to identify maj r part of an airplan and r lat th ir functions. The author is also familiar with 
the mechanics of flight and the many complex s st ms of an airplane. 
The author s familiarity with . rtificial lntelligen e b cau f the c ur e undertaken as part f 
the omputer cience Degr Program, ' a deepened thr ugh thi final ear pr jeer as the 
author had t appl v hat h kn \ t d vel p th a iati n e 'P rt h auth r can n ,..., 
tter comprehend rul , r ning, e pert y tern and the Pr I g pr gramming languag ... 
8.2.2 i .pcrienc d ain d 
The experience gain d th ugh ut the d v I 111 nt th· a inti 11 ' irt · . l rm 1 n 
will cncfit th auth r in m ny ' a. . n and un 
implementing each ha r th 











The e rt tem was developed using Visual Prolog while implementing rule-bassd : anmg 
a th pr bl l ing approach. The objecti e of the aviation expert system is io advise min~e 
n the c ur e of action to take when dealing with a failure situation in s-imulation sookpits. 
ln th wak f th ept mber 11 th terrorist attacks against the United States ef AmeR~ it was 
the auth r d ire t include a separat module that dealt with such elements, hut was informed 
b th d main tpert that the information is de med classifi d. 
The author implemented e ery pha of the oftware Development Life Cycle in developing the 
aviati n xp rt tern. Aft r the c ding of the tern testing was carried out to identify 
flaw and bug· in the tern. Finall the evaluated from all rspecti es. A user 
manual, \ hich a ist u er in handling the s tern in th approved manner, was er ted. Th 
aviati n expert y tern ha en mpl t d and is n \ ready f r use. 
The kn ' \edg an e, th auth r amc thr ugh ut thi final n cl· 
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Th a iation .pert system is a stand-alone application developed for trainee ~i'lets to be 
imulation cockpits. lt advises trainee pilots on counter measures to take ,i·· there is , alert 
me age on the ICAS screen in the simulation cockpit. 
The objective of this user manual is to provide guidance to the system adminiseraeer and the 
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A.1: SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
A.1.0lntroduction 
Th a iati n e .pert t m is a stand-alone application developed to assist .ffa.inee .pil@ts h1 
irnulati n co kpit . It advises them on counter measures to take if there is an a'left messa.g€ en 
th creen in the imulation cockpit. The aviation expert system also pr~flaf~S trainee 
pil ti r multiple failure situations using simulation t sts. 
Thi u er manual i meant to guide the system administrator and the targeted users in installing 
and u ing the a iati n rt s_ tern in the appr ed manner. me the system is a stand-alon 
appli ati n, it prerc ui ites are minimal. 
A.1.1 Sy tern Objective and Functionalit 
he a iation e .p rt 'tern i able t fulfill the e [c ti ' .. 
• A train n unt r m a urc t ta if lh 'r 1. an al rt m 
irnulati n pit. 
nth 
if th' ' arc multi n 
the ~ f A rccn in the imulati n ' 
• train· 
A.1.2 y tern ~ a ur 
A.1.2.1 · .r ri ndlin ss 
Tl c a i' ti n ' rt uilt u ing Visual Prolog 5.2, which provides a graphical user 
int fa th l 1. imil r t th r \ index s applications in the market. Consistency in screen 










the 'Help' and ~·buttons can be found on almost every screen to enable the user to request for 
help or backtrack to the pre rious screen. 
A.1.2.2 Help Files 
There are help buttons on every screen to assist users in carrying out the Fign,t seu..r:se 9, 
and using the system in the approved manner. Clicking the help button for a pa:I'ti:::u'laI' ereen 
will invoke a dialog that explains in detail what the user must do at that screen. 
A.1.2.3Reliability 
The aviation expert system is reliable. It ehaves and function j t as tated in the y tern. 
pecification .. The system will not pr duce an dangerou or costl failures if it is u ed in th 
manner a stated in the system manual. 
A.1.2.4 on i tency 
ertain phy ical feature uch a saran e h 'a similar n i ten 
of the · stem. hi 
mmand like H Ip and • 
pr ram t ena le ncv u c 
ea 
hi: al. indir · ti .nh 
1 i int ' ith · input • 
r th· 
Ii ati n with 
A. l.2.5 irnpl Installn i n 
., h aviati n rt 
c run nan th 
need t na 
IS ld r 
A iau n .. x rt st m c 
nm t platforms (Win 95/98/2000 /XP). It can 
m hin tr tly from its executable file. Visual Prolog does not 
mput r or the aviation expert system to function. All you ha e to do 
acn rated b Visual Prolog to a computer and double-dick on the 











Th a iation cpert system employs system transparency, whereby users need 00,t kne " ueh 
about rule-bas d reasoning the problem solving methodology used to pr~du€e the filt ·ee· fi@ 
u r only \ orks with the user interface that consists of controls such as ~us~ '0 .ttons Hf1€l radi© 
butt n . 
A.1.3Copyright 
The aviation xpert system is Copyright Faculty of Computer Science and Information 
Technology Univer ity Malaj a 2002. All right r erved. 
A.1.4Conclusion 
The aviati n e cpert tern has achi ed it bj cti 
c kpit . -uture enhan rncnt 
ailure ccti n t better prepar the train e ilot t 
f assi ting train pil m imulation 
in lu cd in th ultiplc 










A.2 INSTALLATION GUIDE 
A.2.0Hard,vare Requirements 
Minimum hardwar r quirements: 
• 32MBRAM 
• 2.1 f hard disk space 
• P ntium Proce sor at 133 MHz 
• 512KB Pip !in Bur t Cache 
• 4MB Graphic Card 
• Keyboard 
• Mous 
A.2.1 Software Requirements 
Minimum ftwar r uirem nt : 
• Wid w 5/ 8/20 
inc the a iati n c rpert • t m i a 'land-al ne ap li at ion it d • n t r .quir nn • a iu n.il 
ftware t functi n, in luding Vi ut I Pr I ' .2. ·1 he a inti n '• 11 11 











Step-b - tep in tallation guide: 
l) Copy the EXE folder to a selected drive on a PC preinstalled with Windesvs 
2) oubl - lick on the Aviation Expert System.exe file in the EXE fo>lee.r: re ft ·th~ 
application 









A.3 USERS GUIDE 
A.3.0lntroduction 




The aviation expert system advise trainee pilots on c unter measure t take if th r an al rt 
messag on the ICAS ere n. 
i t r creen : 
1) Main Menu 
2) Failure 
3) 
4 y tern 
5) onditi n 
) untcr M a ur 















L----- .... ~!~~---·.JI xlt About 
i iure A. . 1 Main M snu 
The Main Menu has thre functi nalitie : 
• nter- Invokes the ailur ere n 
• xit - erminate the appli ati n 















Figure A.3.2 About Screen 
A.3.1.2Failure 
Failure · . 
Enter 
Please Choose Type of Fnllure 










The Failure screen has a set of two radio buttons and three push buttons. The set of radio buttons 
prompts the user to choose between Single and Multiple failures and the Enter buttcn proo§@ds to , 
the pertaining ere n. The '~' button recedes to the previous screen and the Help button iavekes 
the Help creen. 
A.3.1.3 ystems 
r: nglnes, APU r Wnmlng tems 
Systems 
r Are Protection 
Please Choose The System Involved 
r Airplane General r Alght Controls 
r: Air Systems r Right Instruments. Displays 
r AntJ-lce, Rain r AJgh1 Management. Navigation 
r Automatic light r uel 
r: Comrnunlcatlens r Hydraulics 
c: Electrical r Landing car 
pr m 
nd thr pu h butt n . he et of radio buttons 
f th l and the Enter button proceeds to the pertaining 
bun n r1..1..1..u1..;".'.I t tJ1 pr · us screen and the Help button invokes the Help 
The stems er n h a 












r ABORTED ENGINE START c: GEAR LEVEL LOCKED ON 
UN-ANNUNCIATED CHEKUST 
Please Choose The Alert Message Displayed 
r DITCHING r: OVERWEIGHT LANDING 
r DUAL ENGINE FAILJSTAll r PASSENGER EVACUATION 
r ENGINE IN-FLIGHT START r: SMOKES/FUMES AIR CONDmONING 
r: ENGINE LIMIT/SURGE/STALL r: SMOKES/FUME/ARE ELECTRICAL 
r ENGINE SEVERE DAMAGE/SEPARATE r: SMOKEfFUME REMOVAL 
r ARE ENGINE TAILP!PE r. ~OLC~NIC ASHJ 
r FUEL JElTISON c: WINDOW DAMAGE 
r FUEL LEAK 
Enter 
Help I 
.;.;.,.__Exi_t _.I ~ 
'I rur er n 
ur 1 u h ult 11 • 1 h • 'l f 
the 
Ult n· The ystern ere n ha 
prompt the u er t ch 
proceeds t the pertaining 
he ' ' utt n r 
ult n · on 
Ult fl 
th II lp s d the 













Please Choose The Appropriate Condition 
r. jSi8tlc discharge around the windshield, bright glow In the engine Inlets.! 
smoke or dust on the flight deck. or acrid odour 
Ondlcations that the airplane is In volcanlc ash) 
r Engines flamed out or stalled. or EGT rapidly approaching or exceeding limit 
nditi n · en 
The nditi n er n ha a t f radi utt n 
prompt 
proceed t the pertaining h 
ult ns, Th· ·t Ult I\ 
unt sr ·d utt n 
heckli t is ited a an 
butt n inv ke the H Ip 











Counter Measures . 
Please Take These Counter Measures 
1) Exit volcanic ash as quickly as possible. Consider a 10D-degree rum 
2) Switch on oxygen masks and smoke goggles if required 
3) Establish crew cernmunieatiuns if required 
4) Push Autothrottle Disconnect Switch IC!JI 
5) Close Thrust Levers and operate engines at idle if possible _!J 
6) Switch on both Engine AntHce Selectors ~ 
7) Switch on Wing Anti-Ice Selector .!.._) 
8) Turn off both Rechcul tion Fan Switches _!J 
9) Start and release APU selector to 'ON' m 
Exit 
Help f 
Main Menu I~ 
Figure A. .7 unter Mea ure crcen 
The unter Measur crccn ha f functi nalitie : 
• #' - Invoke the Reason re n for a particular unter m "a sure 
• xit- Terminate th appli ati n 















What Is The Purpose Of This Action? 
AJIOW-S thrust levers to remain where manually 
positioned 
Figure A.3.8 Reason Screen 
The Reason screen has only one push button, the K butt n, which terminat s the Reason 
screen. 
A.3.1.8Meaning 
- OK :=JI 
CONFIGURE FlAPS 
What Docs This Mensage Mctm? 
Flaps are not In a t kcoff position when 
either engine's thru t Is In tekcuff ronge 
on the ground 
.3. Meaning Screen 
n do s not proceed to the Condition screen to prompt the user for 
or the alert message selected. This is because the alert messages 
di pin cd b the c · t ms are solely for information purposes and do not require counter 










measures. Therefore the Meaning screen just explains to the user the why the alert message was 
displayed. The CONFIGURE FLAPS alert message of the Warning Systems is eitoo as an 
exampl . 
A.3.l.9Help 
Help - Conditions 
1) Please choose the condition encountered and elide Enter 
2) The system will then recommend the appropriate counter 
measures 
3) You may backtradc to this screen if there is more than 
one condition encountered 
4) Bac.ktract to the previous screen if there is more than 
one alert messnge displayed 
igure A.3.10 Help creen 
r- he Help screen ha nly n push button, the K utt n '· hich terminat the Help creen. The 











The aviation e rpert system also assists trainee pilots in dealing with rnultipl failure si · ation$ 
through simulation tests. 
ist f creen : 
1 Te 












Test · I 
Please Choose One of The Available Simulation Tests 
Testl 
Test2 
'I ur A .. I I 1 t 











Test 1 · 
Flight From Zurich to Kunla Lumpur During Winter 
1) Cockpit Preparation 
-Normal 
6) Cruise 
a) RJGHT ENGINE FAIL 
b) While carrying out checldlst e.MllN 






4) Take Off 
a] LEFT ENGINE LIMIT/SURGE/STALL 
8) Approach 
a] FLIGHT CONTROL MODE 




a) Gear collapses 
~ 
.;..____E_x;_t _ _,I ~ 
Fi iur A. . t _ ·1 t l re n 
The Test X screen ha four fun ti naliti 
• Solution - In ke th 
• xit- Terminate the ppli ati n 
re n 













4a) Carry out ENGINE LIMIT/SURGE/STALL checklist 
b) Discuss the possibility of ice ingestion tn engine 
6a) Carry out ENGINE FAIL checklist 
b) Carry out CABIN ALTITUDE checklist 
bi) Divert flight to Istanbul 
Ba) Carry out FLIGHT CONTROL MODE checklist 
b) Carry out GEAR DISAGREE checklist 
9) Carry out PASSENGER EVACUATION chccldist 
LQ~- II 
igure A.3.13 lutions creen 




1) Please click on Solutions for the olutlon to this teut 
2} Click on t to d part th ystem 
OK__jl 












The r Manual for the a iation expert syst m guid s users on how te Issta: :l . d . the 
applicati n. he impl e cplanation that accompanies each scr en shot of the a~ia·rieH €Xp@rt 




















l. What 1 t m ar there in an airplane? 
2. O\ do pilots know' hat counter measures to take when there is a fai'J.U:F~ GiHfing ,fl.j~<t'? 
What ar heckli ts? (Eased on answer of previous question) 
4. What are the di ad antages of the current system? 
an idem with the li t f alert messag and the corresponding @~llflt~1 
mea ure 
6. an ou pro ide me with e amples of simulation tests for multiple failure situations you 
ha to undergo ery now and then? 
7. an you provide me with a li t f counter mea ure that the flight crev employs when 
faced with thr at fr m terr ri t r hijackers? 
8. Would you upport the idea to implement this expert sy tern if it can o rcome the 
di advantage of the urrent 
What uggestions d u ha 























Thi ti n rnpri of the main sets f coding that were utilised in the de ~isprn~u. @f the 
aviation e · rt 1 t m. For documentation purposes, the codes have eea she ~nee £@r 
impli ity. The f c ding v ere used in: 
• r ating dial g 
• tr ying dialog 
• Handling radi button 
• In rting image 
rcating Dialog 
% GlN Main, idc_about tllnfo 
dlg_main_ h Wine ntr l(id _ab ut tr\ , tr\Win tllnf ),0):-! - - 
dlg_a ut dial g_ re ate Win), % reate the Ab ut dial g' scr n , 
%·N Main c a ut tllnfi 
When the "Ab ut n the 'Main Ii d, thi tau· rs a ti at and th •A ut 
dialog' er en i in 
Destroying Dialo s 
% IN Main, i xit tlln 
di, main ·h l(i trl in, tllnf ). ):-!, - 
In str ,{.. d tr the Main' er en 
!. 
°l<bN Main, id 'Xll tlln 
When the h ·it ult n n the · ain' screen is clicked, this clause is activated and the 'Main' 










The codes for creating and destroying a dialog can also be used together as shown below: 
%B GIN Main idc_enter Ctllnfo 
dlg_main_ ehL Win,e_ Control(idc _enter,_ CtrlType,_ CtrlWin,_ Ctllnfo ),0)'.-!. 
win_Destroy Win), 
dl failure_Create(_ Win), 
% destroys the Main' screen 
% creates the 'Failure' screen 
% ND Main, idc _enter_ Ctllnfo 
When the ' nter' button on the 'Main' screen is clicked, this clause is activated and the 'Main' 
creen is destroyed while the Failure' scr n is in oked. 
Handling Radio Buttons 
efore a radio button i u cd a temporary ' i needed t tor the tate r th radi butt n. 
Thi i d ne by declaring a temporary l rag in the *.pr file: 
A T - box 
typ ( m ol 
nee thi i d nc the f II \J ing c de i used to as ert th· ·tut· f thc udi ult 11,. h 111t 1· 
1 Iim th 




% IN ailure lln 
Tl , Ctr1Win, Ctllnfoj.Oj-' - - 
a 
% r tracts the contents of 'box' 
% asserts typeC's") into 'box' 
r .tructall .b x , 










%BEGIN Failure, idc _multiple_ Ctllnfo 
dlg_failure _ehL Win,e _ Control(idc _multiple,_ CtrlType,_ CtrlWin,_ Ctllnfo ).O):~~, 
retractallL box), 
ass rt(typ ("m") box), 
!. 
% ailur idc_rnultiple _Ctllnfo 
% retracts the contents of 'box' 
% asserts type("m") into box' 
he above coding is for the selection of type of failures. Selecting the 'single' option will assert 
th tare type("s") while the 'multiple' option will assert the state type("m"). The following 
coding is for when th e nter' button is clicked after making a selection from the radio button 
gr up. 
%B GIN Failure, idc_enter _Ctllnfo 
dlg_failure_eh Win,e_ ntr l(idc_ nter _ 
type(X), 
,_ lWin,_ tllnf 
X-"s" 
wm tr y Win), % de tr the ' ·ailurc' recn 
dig_ tern I reat Win % r ate th • in 'I in - 
!. 
dlg_failurc_ch Wine ntr !(id int r,_ t 1 r trl Ill, tllnfo . - 
ty ), 
X="1n", 
W111 tr Win 
di m multi in Yo 1 t m Multipl ' 
!. 











Vi ual Pr log do not hav e a specific feature for inserting images. However, ,the e tom 
ontrol to l f th Window and Dialog Editor can be programmed to displaj images . .:;J;be e are 
that mu t be taken for an image to be displayed on a scr en. 
\ bitmap image in the Res\Win folder generated by Visual Prolog. 
Add image to bitmap collection of current project using the Project Window. 
reate a u t m ontrol in a particular dialog. 
4) !are the predicat and class for the Custom Control. 
Thi is th ampl ding ti r declaring the predicate and cla s and inserting th image: 
cla _ reate("idc_main",e_hand), % class declaration for the file main.brnp with class 
% name idc jnain 
e hand: AN % predi ate declarati n 
_hand(W c up ate . ):- 
I icturc pict ct1'r mRc· i 
pi t_ rav (W Pi ture nt( 
pi I ·str Pi turc). 
% lau f r in ertinu ima 1' 
b mum , 
12). 
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